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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General

The word “polymer” originates from the greek word “πoλυ ” (= much, a lot) and “µερos” (=
part) and refers to a substance made by many parts (“πoλυµερεs”). Polymers are macro-
molecules that can be found in nature as pure organic (e.g. cellulose, enzymes, natural rub-
ber) or partly inorganic substances (e.g. sulfur-based or silicon-based polymers). Macro-
molecules can also be synthetically produced (e.g. polyethylene, polystyrene, polypropylene,
polyesters). In the year 2005 the production of polymers was more than 250 Mtones / year
[Gröhn 06] and it is estimated that today more than 50% of the chemical engineers in the
world work in the field of polymers [Griskey 95]. The polymer processing industry is devel-
oped and still growing, in parallel to the polymer production. A more practical separation
of the different types of polymer related industries would be: production, compounding, pro-
cessing and final product formation.

One could roughly categorize polymer materials according to production quantity into:
mass production, or “commodity” polymers (e.g. polyethylene, polystyrene, polypropylene),
technical polymers (e.g. polyamides, epoxy-resins) and special polymers (e.g. polymethyl-
methacrylate, teflon). According to their mechanical-thermal behaviour, e.g. during heating,
there are three categories, namely: thermoplastics, thermosets and elastomers [Young 91].
This work is focused on thermoplastics, however the methods presented could be easily ap-
plied on the other two polymer types. Thermoplastics are materials like polyethylene (PE),
polystyrene (PS) and polypropylene (PP), that gain plasticity and can be formed and processed
under heat and pressure. This phenomenon is reversible and takes place without any chem-
ical change. Materials belonging in this category can be melted and dissolved in solvents.
The macromolecules of a thermoplastic material can have different architectures (topology),
such as linear, short-chain branched (SCB), long-chain branched (LCB), star-like, H-like or
pom-poms (see Fig. 1.1). Thermoplastics are produced in large quantities in comparison with
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2 1 INTRODUCTION

other polymeric materials. Because of their special properties and low price, thermoplastics
have numerous technical and consumer applications. About 3/4 of the world polymer pro-
duction consists of thermoplastics and within this 3/4 from that production belongs to poly-
olefines (PE, PP) and polystyrene (PS). Typical prices for polyolefines are approximately 1-2
EURO/kg.

Polystyrene was developed in laboratories and was produced in pilot-plant scale dur-
ing 1920 -1930. It was considered a technical polymer until 1950 and afterwards was put
into mass production. Some of its applications are in technical consumer parts and polymer
foams.

Polyethylene was discovered and developed during 1930 -1940 and until 1945 it was
considered a special polymer and was produced in small quantities. After 1955 it moved
to mass production. In 1933, eight grams of polyethylene were recovered by the study of
ethylene polymerization and after 6 years, in 1939, the polyethylene production increased to
100 tones/year, due to its crucial importance in the war, since it was an ideal material for radar
cable insulation [Morawetz 85]. Nowdays, it is the most widely produced polymer with over
60 Mtones/year of worldwide production. It can be found in sheets, pipes, packaging and
consumer products. In similar applications one can find PP, which however was developed
in a laboratory scale during 1955-1960 and was put in large industrial production after 1965
[Peacock 00].

The molecular structure, as well as the macromolecular architecture and morphology
of these materials is strongly correlated with their characteristic chemical, physical and pro-
cessing properties. The particular structure of each macromolecule depends on the production
method (mechanism, technique, polymerization conditions etc.). For the final use of a polymer
in an application field, one has to take economic criteria into consideration, such as cost of the
specific polymer in comparison with other competing polymeric or non-polymeric materials,
processing cost, raw materials cost etc. In a reverse manner, based on an application field, the
polymer must posses some desired properties. The “unusual” properties of several polymers
in comparison with traditional materials (metals, ceramic etc.) satisfy the technological needs
of our time and lead to a broad use in numerous industrial applications. However, today’s
technology sets constantly new demands on polymer properties, such as:

- balance between stiffness and elasticity (substitution of metals with polymers, e.g. in mass
transport vehicles)
- thermal stability at high temperatures (e.g. motor-engine parts)
- membrane formation and applications
- optical properties and electrical conductivity (e.g. screens, electronics)
- low price
- low density
- processing ability, easy to shape and form (e.g. for blow-molding, film production etc.)

It is obvious that the more specific the application of a polymer is, the larger the demand
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for special designed properties. The desired new and optimized properties can concern poly-
mers that are used as raw materials, or are needed for final product design. In any case, there
is always a strong demand on the development and optimization of numerous characteriza-
tion techniques, in order to detect and quantify desired material characteristics. Among the
techiques undertaken to characterize polymers, especially close to their final use, are mechan-
ical tests. One of these methods is rheology, which is defined as the science of deformation
and flow of matter.

1.2 Motivation

The main subject of this dissertation is the detection and quantification of branched structures
in polymer melts via FT-Rheology and the study of their rheological behaviour at large
deformations. Thus, it is necessary to introduce rheology as a research field and in especially
dynamic oscillatory shear. The concepts behind FT-Rheology as a method to quantify the
non-linear regime, along with information about the investigated material types are also
provided. This brief theoretical background is presented in the introduction chapter.

In chapter 2, the experimental method and the flow modelling method are presented in
detail. The experimental setup is described along with short descriptions of methods addi-
tionally used. These complementary utilized methods are correlated with FT-Rheology and
can contribute to the correct interpretation of the derived non-linear rheological quantities. A
general description of the finite element method is additionally presented. There is a focus in
the specific model used withing this work, as well as in the numerical scheme and problem
setup of a LAOS flow simulation.

A large part of this work is related to industrial samples. However, one needs to validate
methods by applying it initially to simple and known materials before expanding to complex
systems. Hence, FT-Rheology and LAOS simulations are initially used to characterize
model systems of known simple architecture (linear), or well-characterized samples of
complex topology (anionically synthesized polystyrene combs). These systems are mainly
monodisperse. Furthermore, because of the synthesis type, it is accepted that the polystyrene
linear samples do not contain any side-chains. Large amplitude oscillatory shear flow
simulations are applied to study the non-linear behaviour of polystyrene comb melts and
solutions, previously measured and characterized via FT-Rheology [Höfl 06]. The specific
samples have been extensively investigated and their topology was determined, with respect
to the number of side-arms per backbone and the arm and backbone length. The results of
this part are presented in chapter 3. The Pom-pom model introduced in chapter 2 in its DCPP
formulation (Double-Convected-Pom-pom), is used as a constitutive equation to predict the
LAOS flow of the above materials.

Chapter 4 deals with the expansion of FT-Rheology and LAOS to industrial samples of
complex or unknown topology and specifically industrial linear, SCB, LCB polyethylenes,
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as well as polyethylene blends of linear and LCB components. The experimental results are
compared with finite element simulations. Information acquired from 13C melt-state nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) and elongational rheol-
ogy are also taken into consideration and used complementary to FT-Rheology. Predictions
of LAOS flow and non-linear behaviour of linear and LCB PE and a parameter sensitivity
analysis for the non-linear rheological response under LAOS, concerning the molecular
architecture parameters of the DCPP model, are presented.

A major issue in polymer melt flow is the occurring instabilities that take place during a
non-linear flow of a polymer melt. Wall slip, stick-slip, sharkskin effect, melt distortion in
capillary flows and edge fracture, meniscus distortions and wall slip in plate-plate geometries
are very important phenomena. Such occurring instabilities are found to significantly
influence the non-linearities, as quantified via FT-Rheology. Thus, chapter 5 is devoted in the
detection, monitoring and quantification of flow instabilities on LAOS and capillary flow of
polymer melts via FT-Rheology. This behaviour is modelled and the appearing non-linearities
and flow distortions are correlated to molecular weight, molecular weight distribution and
topology.

Chapter 6 is the conclusive one. A summary of the presented results and the current
research status is stated. It is accompanied with proposals for future work and improvements
of the method, as well as possible further applications.

1.3 Polymer synthesis and architecture

The importance of polymer architecture for designing tailor-made properties and op-
timizing the process-ability of the material was fully understood in the last decades
and it is still an ongoing problem for chemists, rheologists and polymer engineers
[Gahleitner 01, McLeish 97, Münstedt 98, Trinkle 02]. Over the last two decades the crucial
role of topology has been supported by the remarkable contrast in rheological behaviour of
polymer melts, where e.g. homopolymers have different architectures [McLeish 97]. Con-
cerning commercial materials, the effort is most prominent in explaining the radically
different processing behaviour of long-chain branched polyethylenes, i.e. LCB PE, from
linear. However, by studying small quantities of tailored monodisperse materials with a
well-defined topology (typically anionically synthesized polystyrenes, polyisoprenes and
polybutadienes), one can obtain a better insight in the polymer dynamics. Hence, the relation
between polymer architecture and rheological behaviour, as well as processing properties,
can be elucidated [McLeish 97]. The properties of a produced macromolecular system are a
consequence of the synthesis method that was undertaken. Thus, one has to understand the
mechanism of chain formation and control the polymerization with a specific way in order to
get to the desired molecular structure and connectivity.
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There are several different types of polymerization with the two major kinetic schemes
being the step-wise (or step-growth) and the chain polymerization. The first type refers to
the polymerization where the polymer chains grow by reactions that can occur between any
two molecular species, in a step-wise manner, e.g. polycondensation reactions. In chain
polymerization (e.g. radical polymerization) the macromolecule grows by reaction of the
monomer with a reactive end-group of the growing chain. A common mechanism for the
chain polymerization can be subdivided into: initiation, propagation and termination steps
[Young 91]. The free-radical polymerization belongs in this category. In this synthesis
route the initiation takes place when an initiator molecule decomposes into two radicals via
photolysis, thermal initiation or irradiation. The polymer chains can prematurely be termi-
nated either by recombination of two macro-radicals or by disproportionation. Additionally,
chain transfer can occur, which results in the formation of branches [Young 91]. If ionic
species are used for the initiation then the polymerization is called ionic. There are two
types of ionic polymerization, the cationic and the anionic. During the propagation the active
center of the growing chain is transfered from its last unit to a newly bonded monomer. The
last step, the termination, occurs when the active center is saturated and not by a reaction
between two ionic active centers because they are of similar charge and hence repel each
other. In cationic type, termination occurs either by unimolecular rearrangement of the
ion pair or by chain transfer. Chain transfer to monomer often contributes significantly in
this step. Additionally, chain transfer to solvent, reactive impurities and polymer may take
place. The latter results in the formation of branched species. In the anionic polymerization
there is an absence of inherent termination process, in contrast to free-radical and cationic
polymerization. Termination by ion-pair rearrangement is highly unfavourable, due to the
required elimination of a hydride ion. The used counter-ions have no tendency to combine
with the carbanionic active centers to form non-reactive covalent bonds. Thus, in the absence
of chain transfer the macromolecule grows as long as monomer is available. These kind
of polymerizations where the polymers permanently retain their active centers are called
“living” and are widely and successfully used in order to produce polymers with narrow
molecular weight distribution and with well defined topologies. Several polymerization
methods are presented below, which are relevant to the present work.

1.3.1 Anionic polymerization

Anionic polymerization is a common polymerization method and it is widely used
[Young 91]. The initiator is usually an alkali metal (or alkaline earth metal) and the active
center in a propagating chain is negatively charged. In the propagation step, the initiator has
no tendency to combine with the carbanionic active centers, because they exist in differently
dissociated and therefore differently active ion-pair states [Hadjichristid 00, Roovers 79b,
Young 91]. Thus, the monomers are completely converted into macromolecules. The number
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a) linear b) linear-SCB

c) linear with evenly
distributed SCB

d) LCB

e) LDPE with
SCB and LCB

f) H-shaped

g) pom-pom with
4 arms at each end

h) comb

Figure 1.1: Typical chain structures for polyolefines and polystyrene.

of reactive centers built in the initiation process remains constant and these species can even
be active for a considerable time. By the addition of monomer, the “living” chains will con-
tinue to grow. The advantage of this particular method is the capability to synthesize e.g. block
copolymers, by addition of different monomers. Anionic polymerization can also be used to
obtain polymers of defined architecture such as: stars, H-shaped, graft, combs, pom-poms etc.
As mentioned above, this polymerization type allows the production of polymers with very
narrow molecular weight distribution. Linear polystyrenes and polystyrene combs of defined
arm number and length investigated within this work, are produced by this method.

1.3.2 Ziegler-Natta method

The method of anionic polymerization has several chemical drawbacks, i.e. it is restricted
only to specific monomers. Ethylene and propylene can be polymerized via coordination.
In 1953 Ziegler prepared polyethylene using aluminium alkyl compounds and transition
metal halides [Ziegler 55]. Natta foresaw the potential of this method and slightly modified
Ziegler’s catalyst to produce stereoregular polymers, with the most prominent example
being polypropylene [Natta 60].
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The Ziegler-Natta method was one of the developments that contributed significantly
in the effort to control the kinetics and obtain products with narrower molecular weight
distributions in a free-radical polymerization. Conventional Ziegler-Natta catalysts have a va-
riety of active sites with different chemical natures and characteristics regarding comonomer
incorporation and stereostructure. Their preparation involves reactive compounds (commonly
halides of e.g. Ti, V, Cr, Zr) with organometallic compounds (e.g. alkyls, aryls or hydrids)
of Al, Mg, Li. The catalysts are heterogeneous and their activity is strongly affected by
the components and the method used for their preparation. Although millions of tones of
polymers are produced every year by this method, the mechanism is not yet fully understood
and clarified.

1.3.3 Metallocene catalysts

The last decades a revolutionary method has been developed to improve the product tacticity
and to control the molecular weight distribution. It is based on the use of soluble stereoregular
catalysts known as metallocene catalysts [Pino 80]. In contrast to Ziegler-Natta, metallocene
catalysts have identical characteristics for each active site, allowing the synthesis of a much
more homogeneous polymer structure [Hamielec 96]. Thus, stereoregular polymers can be
produced and metallocenes solve basic problems of the Ziegler-Natta synthesis. The catalyst
is composed by a metal (active center, commonly Zr, Ti, Hf, Sc, Th or Nd, Yb, Y, Lu, Sm), a
co-catalyst or ion of opposite charge (the most commonly used is methylalumoxane, MAO)
and a ligand for the complex creation (e.g. cyclopentadienyl). The size and orientation of the
ligands define the direction for the incoming monomers. Thus, the monomers react only when
they are specifically oriented, resulting to a tactic polymer, in other words a macromolecule
with a specific spatial arrangement of side-chains.

As mentioned above, the metallocene-catalysts can produce stereoregular polymers
of narrow distribution, which would have desired mechanical properties. Some applica-
tions are in the production of ultra-high-molecular weight polyethylene, UHMWPE Mw

= 6,000,000 g/mol) used in hip implants or bullet-proof vests, or linear polyethylenes
(mLLDPE).

1.3.4 Polymer topologies

In fig. 1.1 schematic representations of typical polymer architectures are depicted. Polymer
structure a) is a linear HDPE, with no SCB and this allows its crystallinity to be as high as
70%. The SCB can be incorporated as a comonomer or can be formed by the catalyst. The
polymers of type b) can be linear low density polyethylenes (LLDPE), with relatively broad
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molecular weight distribution and short-chain branches. Materials of type c) can be produced
by single-side catalyst technology that enables an even distribution of side chains along the
backbone and a better control of molecular weight. Polymers with an architecture like d)
contain long-chain branches (LCB), but no SCB. Type e) architectures can be metallocene
low density polyethylenes (mLDPE) which contain LCB randomly grafted in the backbone
chain and in other branches and can have a maximum of 50% crystallinity. The last three
types: f), g) and h), are model topologies and mainly produced in a laboratory scale by
anionic polymerization (e.g. monodisperse polystyrene).

The main goal of this thesis is to detect structures like the above in polystyrene and
industrial polyethylene, quantify the branching degree and correlate the topology of the
macromolecules with their non-linear rheological behaviour as analyzed and quantified via
Fourier-Transform Rheology. The experimental results are correlated to flow simulations.

1.4 Polymer rheology

In several polymerization techniques and especially in industrial production, it is not always
possible to accurately control the product characteristics, i.e. the molecular weight, molecular
weight distribution and macromolecular structure. All materials possess specific structures at
the molecular, crystal or macroscopic level which are involved in flow phenomena of interest
[Tanner 00]. For this reason, rheological and mechanical methods are developed and used.
One advantage of such techniques is that the mechanical deformation of a material under
compression, elongation or shear is extremely sensitive to the material morphology, chain
size and topology.

Rheology is defined as the science of deformation and flow of matter [Tanner 00]. The
principal theoretical concepts are kinematics dealing with geometrical aspects of deforma-
tion and flow, conservation laws related to forces, stresses and energy interchanges and
constitutive relations serving as a link between motion and forces. Over the years, rheology
has been established as a scientific method to perform quality control on polymers used
as raw material, consistency monitoring and troubleshooting of products, “fingerprinting”
of different structures, new material development, product performance prediction, design
and optimization of processes. Rheology is the bridge between molecular structure and
processing ability, as well as product performance. Rheological methods are developed and
used as an important link in the so-called “chain of knowledge” on polymer mechanical
properties and their correlation with processing features [Gahleitner 01].
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1.4.1 Viscoelastic models

Generally, rheology can give information about the viscosity and the modulus of a material,
in simple words how hard or soft it is and what are it’s deformation and flow properties
[Larson 99]. Since rheology has a wide range of applications, there are several methods
that belong in this field, with the more applied being extensional rheology, steady-shear and
oscillatory shear. The latter method is the one mainly undertaken in the present work, hence
the introduction will focus on this particular type of flow.

The word “viscoelastic” corresponds to a material with both viscous (fluid-like) and
elastic properties (solid-like). The two different ideal states of a viscous fluid and an elastic
solid can be described by linear model systems and for the specific case of shear flow.

- Ideal solids, which are elastic and obey the Hooke’s law:

σ = Gγ (1.1)

where σ is the stress (force per area), G is the shear-modulus (a material dependent propor-
tionality constant) and γ is the deformation, or strain. The deformation is defined as x/d,
where x is the displacement of the studied body and d a characteristic length scale of the
flow. As an example, in an extending rod, x, is the length of the extended part and d is equal
to the initial length. For a fluid sheared between two parallel plates with the one moving with
velocity v = dx/dt, where x is the displacement of the moving plate and d corresponds to the
distance between the two plates.

One can imagine a spring, which is extended with an angular velocity (radial frequency)
ω and a strain amplitude γ0 (fig. 1.2 and 1.3) and relaxes back to the starting position
[Macosko 94].

Figure 1.2: Ideal elastic behaviour of a spring.

If we assume that the deformation is sinusoidal then:
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Figure 1.3: Deformation as a function of time for ideal-elastic behaviour.

γ = γ0 sin(ωt) (1.2)

For the shear stress, σ, we have:

σ = Gγ0 sin(ωt) (1.3)

In fig. 1.3 it is shown that stress and deformation are sinusoidal and in phase. This model is
assumed to describe ideal solid materials.

- Ideal fluids obey the Newton’s law:

σ = ηγ̇ (1.4)

The stress σ depends linearly on the shear-rate, γ̇ = dγ/dt, which is the time derivative of γ.
The proportionality constant here is the viscosity, η. To model this behaviour, one can use a
damper in vessel or so-called dash-pot (fig. 1.4).

If the movement is the same as for the spring, then the deformation is as follows:

γ̇ =
dγ

dt
= γ0ω cos(ωt) (1.5)

and the shear stress
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Figure 1.4: Ideal viscous material described by a damper in a vessel filled with a viscous fluid.
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Figure 1.5: Deformation as a function of time for an ideal viscous material.

σ = ηγ0ω cos(ωt). (1.6)

In this case, the shear stress is δ = 90◦ out of phase in relation to the deformation (fig. 1.5).
This can be obtained from eq. 1.6 and models an ideal viscous liquid-like behaviour:

σ = ηγ0ω sin(ωt + δ), δ = 90◦ (1.7)

The physical meaning and the difference between the two models is that, in the Hookean
spring the given energy is stored in the system, while in the Newtonian damper an energy
dissipation takes place. In other words, the spring “remembers” it’s initial state and returns to
it, while the damper moves in an irreversible manner.

The above situations are ideal and can only approximate a real material. Every solid
material does not react only with a pure elastic manner, but also with a certain viscous
behaviour. The opposite argument stands for fluids, where the non-pure viscous behaviour is
coupled with an elastic part. In order to approximate better the viscoelastic behaviour of real
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materials, models are developed from combinations of the above mentioned basic elements
(spring and dash-pot). The simplest cases are the Kevin-Voigt-Model, where the spring and
the damper are parallel connected (for solids with some viscous part) and the Maxwell-Model
(for fluids with some elastic part), where the two basic parts are connected in a row. The total
stress, σ, for the Kelvin-Voigt and the total strain, γ, for the Maxwell, respectively, are added
[Tanner 00]. The resulting phase lag between stress and deformation is 0◦ < δ < 90◦. One
can of course combine the two basic elements in more complicated ways to achieve a better
approach of the real behaviour of viscoelastic materials at small deformation amplitudes.

a) b)

G G

η

ησ = γG 1

σ = ηγ2

σ = γ1 Gσ = γ1 G

σ = ηγ2

.

.

Figure 1.6: a) Maxwell model with the elastic and viscous elements in a row. The total strain is:
γ = γ1 + γ2. b) Kelvin-Voigt model with the two elements in parallel connection. The total stress is:
σ = σ1 + σ2.

1.4.2 Dynamic oscillatory shear for viscoelastic materials

With the use of dynamic oscillatory shear measurements, it is possible to gain complex
rheological information from viscoelastic materials, since the excitation frequency and the
temperature can be varied over a wide range. The sample is deformed in a periodic sinusoidal
manner and the material response is recorded. This response is a shear stress with a phase
lag in relation with the deformation, i.e. the shear strain. The mathematical description of the
deformation is as follows:

γ(t) = γ0 sin(ωt) (1.8)

and for the resulting stress we have:
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σ(t) = σ0 sin(ωt + δ) (1.9)

The complex modulus as a function of excitation frequency is defined as:

G∗(ω) =
σ∗

γ∗ = G′(ω) + iG′′(ω) (1.10)

hence, the total stress is:

σ(t) = G′(ω)γ0 sin(ωt) + G′′(ω)γ0 cos(ωt) (1.11)

The first term on the right side of the equation which includes G′(ω) is in phase with the
deformation and the term with the G′′(ω) proportionality is out of phase. The quantity G′(ω)

describes the elastic part of the response and is called the storage modulus. Respectively the
G′′(ω) is the loss modulus and stands for the viscous part of the stress response. The two
moduli are related through:

tan δ =
G′′(ω)

G′(ω)
(1.12)

where tan δ is the loss tangent. If tan δ > 1 the sample mainly “flows” (behaves fluid-like)
and if tan δ < 1 the sample has a dominant solid-like (elastic) behaviour. The loss tangent
is in contrast to the moduli G′(ω) and G′′(ω), an intensive quantity and can be measured
with a high reproducibility. Errors, e.g. due to sample loading or preparation, are com-
pensated to a large degree for tan δ. Thus, it is frequently used in the industry. It must be
noted that eq. 1.11 is valid only for small strain amplitudes, γ0. In other words only for the
linear viscoelastic regime, where the viscosity is independent of shear-rate or strain amplitude.

The complex dynamic viscosity can be derived from the complex modulus [Tanner 00]:

η∗ =
G∗

iω
(1.13)

Equation 1.12 can be written as:
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tan δ =
G′′(ω)

G′(ω)
=

η′(ω)

η′′(ω)
(1.14)

For a large number of monodisperse homopolymer melts above the glass transition and
solutions of homopolymers, the shear-rate dependent viscosity is approximately equal to the
frequency dependent complex viscosity η(γ̇) [Cox 58]:

|η∗(ω)| = η(γ̇) (1.15)

This is an empirical observation, known as the Cox-Merz-rule [Cox 58]. It is widely
applied in industry, in order to estimate shear moduli from viscoelastic data, especially if
time-temperature superposition can be applied (see paragraph 1.4.3). However, it is invalid
for complex systems, e.g. block-copolymers, liquid crystals, or gels and generally this
empirical rule needs first to be established for each system.

For entangled, linear, monodisperse polymer melts (with no solvent), the frequency-
dependent moduli G′ and G′′ have characteristic dependencies (see Fig. 1.7). Using the
Maxwell model, at low frequencies the proportionalities: G′ ∝ ω2 and G′′ ∝ ω1 can be
obtained. This is summarized as follows [Tanner 00] (for a detailed analysis see paragraph C
in Appendix):

G′(ω) = G
ω2τ 2

1 + ω2τ 2
(1.16)

and

G′′(ω) = G
ωτ

1 + ω2τ 2
. (1.17)

where τ is a characteristic relaxation time for the dash-pot, G is the modulus for which
τ = η/G. Equations 1.16 and 1.17 correspond to a dominantly Hookean behaviour when
G′ >> G′′ and to a dominantly Newtonian behaviour for G′′ >> G′. The elastic modulus,
G′, at the low frequency range can be negligible in comparison to G′′, hence this regime is
called also “Newtonian” or “flow region” and corresponds to ω << 1/τd in fig. 1.7.

Figure 1.7 depicts the resulting frequency dependent G′, G′′ and complex viscosity,
derived from an oscillatory shear measurement at a specific reference temperature. In the
zone where ω << 1/τd = 1/τ (flow region) the complex viscosity, |η∗(ω)|, is independent of
ω, because of the linear relation between G′′ and ω (eq. 1.13). The specific material behaviour
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approximates that of a viscous fluid. At higher frequencies there is a crossover between
G′(ω) and G′′(ω) at ω = 1/τd and above this crossover frequency the regime is called the
“rubbery plateau”. The inverse of this above mentioned frequency is the longest characteristic
relaxation time of the material, τd, and can be considered as the relaxation of a polymer chain
via reptation movements [deGennes 71]. In the rubbery zone the material has a dominant
elastic behaviour and one can extract a plateau modulus, G0

N . It can be calculated from the
value of G′(ω) at the lower frequency where tan δ has a minimum (see Appendix D).

When studying polymer materials, the molecular weight between entanglements, Me

can be derived from the plateau modulus. The probed length scale in this frequency range
corresponds to the chain length between entanglements [Fetters 94, Ward 04]:

Me =
ρRT

G0
N

(1.18)

where ρ is the density, R is the universal gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. The
extend of the plateau zone depends on the molecular weight of the polymer. The time-scale
in this regime corresponds to the Rouse time, τR, where macromolecules relax through
segmental “Rouse-like” movements [Larson 99].

At higher frequencies or reduced temperatures, a second moduli crossover point is

Figure 1.7: Typical G′, G′′ and absolute complex viscosity |η∗| as a function of frequency, for a linear
monodisperse polystyrene melt of 330 kg/mol.

observed, at ω = 1/τe = 2×10−4 rad/s in fig. 1.7. This inverse crossover frequency corresponds
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to the entanglement characteristic time, τe. This is the transition zone towards the glassy
plateau, that describes the relaxation process of chain segments. The moduli curves in this
zone have higher slopes as in the flow region. At even higher frequencies one can see a third
crossover point, which is not easy to reach experimentally (not shown in fig. 1.7). This third
crossover point at very high frequencies corresponds to the inverse of a segmental motion
characteristic time, τs, and for ω > 1/τs the glass plateau follows. In this area every chain
movement is “frozen” and one approaches the glass transition temperature, Tg . The probed
length scale here has typical polymer glass dimensions, of the order of 2-3 nm [Ward 04].
Typical moduli values for this process are around 109 Pa.

1.4.3 Time-temperature superposition (TTS)

Figure 1.7 is a typical graph representing the frequency-dependent shear moduli. However,
these moduli could not have been experimentally measured in the presented frequency range,
which covers almost seven decades. This plot of the viscoelastic properties represents a
“mastercurve” which can be obtained for a wide range of frequencies (typically 6-10 decades)
with the time-temperature superposition method (TTS). According to this semi-empirical
method, the internal mobility of the material is higher when the temperature increases.
Hence, a temperature increase corresponds to a decrease on the time-scale of the chain
movement. Taking advantage of this fact, we can measure at different temperatures for the
same frequency range and horizontally shift (with respect to frequency) the resulting curves
to a mastercurve, by using a shift factor for the frequency axis, aT , which follows the eq. 1.19.
The mastercurve will correspond to the wider frequency range. The reference temperature is
where aT = 1. This is valid of course when no phase transition takes place in the measured
temperature range. A relation for this superposition is given by the Williams-Landel-Ferry
(WLF) equation [Williams 55]:

log aT = − C1(T − T0)

C2 + (T − T0)
(1.19)

where T0 is the reference temperature typically between Tg and Tg + 100 ◦C, where Tg is the
glass-transition temperature [Ward 04]. Parameters C1 and C2 are material constants. An ex-
ample of a TTS can be seen in fig. 1.8. In fig. 1.8 the frequency sweeps performed at different
temperatures are depicted. The resulting curves are shifted using eq. 1.19 and the mastercurve
shown in fig. 1.7 can be obtained. The horizontal shift-factor, aT , is shown in fig. 1.9. In this
example, the reference temperature is 180 ◦C and for this temperature: aT = 1. A small ver-
tical shift factor, bT , can also be utilized to compensate for density differences and is given by:
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bT =
ρT

ρ0T0)
(1.20)

where T0 is the reference temperature and ρ0 is the density at T0.

Figure 1.8: Four frequency sweep measurements at different temperatures. The sample is a linear
polystyrene melt with molecular weight Mw = 330 kg/mol. The solid and the dashed lines represent
the resulting mastercurve after applying TTS with a reference temperature T = 180◦C.

1.4.4 Pipkin diagram

For the purpose of this work, the Deborah number, De, must be introduced. It is a dimension-
less number and defines the ratio of the relaxation time of the material, τ , to the characteristic
time of the deformation, t:

De =
τ

t
= τω (1.21)

In literature for oscillatory shear one can find the Deborah number defined as: De = τωγ0.
However, within this work the definition of eq. 1.21 is used. The deformation amplitude,
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t

Figure 1.9: The WLF-shift factors for the frequency sweep measurements of fig. 1.8. The constants
are C1 = 5.52 and C2 = 131.2 and the reference temperature is 180 ◦C.

γ0, is an important quantity. By increasing γ0 one moves from the linear to the non-linear
rheological regime. High Deborah numbers (De >> 1) correspond to an elastic response of
the material, while a viscous response can be observed at De << 1. At intermediate Deborah
numbers De ≈ 1, viscoelastic behaviour is observed. The relation between frequency,
strain amplitude and the resulting polymer behaviour can be illustrated in the so-called
Pipkin-Diagram, presented in fig. 1.10.

From the Pipkin diagram, one can conclude that polymers for De << 1 and low
deformation amplitudes behave rheologically similar to Newtonian fluids. For very high De
the material behaviour approaches a Hookean solid. For De ≈ 1, the viscoelastic character is
probed and for low or high deformation amplitudes the process is in the linear or non-linear
regime, where the viscosity is shear-rate-independent or shear-rate-dependent, respectively.
In this region of intermediate De the relaxation time and the deformation time are of the same
order of magnitude.

Many rheological processes and the majority of the industrial polymer processing
takes place in the non-linear viscoelastic regime. Thus, it is important to investigate and
understand the flow phenomena that occur in this non-Newtonian region. The classical
rheological experiments are not adequate because they do not provide enough information
about the non-linear behaviour of a material. One useful technique that shows a great
potential towards studying the non-linear regime, is Fourier-transform Rheology (FT-
Rheology) [Giacomin 98, Krieger 73, Wilhelm 98], which is the method mainly undertaken
in the present thesis. FT-Rheology will be discussed in paragraph 1.5.
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Figure 1.10: Pipkin-Diagram.

1.4.5 Polymer stress relaxation-tube model-reptation model

Polymer chains that have a molecular weight larger than a specific value create temporary
entanglements by “chain overlapping”. The longer the chain is, the more entanglements a
polymer will possess. These temporary junctions influence the relaxation behaviour of the
polymer under mechanical deformation (e.g. shear or elongation). This is because entangle-
ments act as physical obstacles in the free movement of the chain. Considering a single chain,
these topological constraints present a boundary on the normal to the chain direction. Thus,
the situation can be described as a “tube” created from the neighbouring chains that are en-
tangled with the considered chain and act as a wall that prevents free chain movement to the
normal direction, illustrated in fig. 1.11, [deGennes 71, Doi 79].

Linear homopolymers have a characteristic molecular weight, Mc, and an entanglement
molecular weight, Me. The first one corresponds to the average chain length above which
the creation of entanglements increases the viscosity significantly. After this critical length,
the relation between zero-shear viscosity, η0, and molecular weight is not linear, but can be
described by: η0 ∝ M3.4, for M > Mc [Larson 99]. The second characteristic molecular
weight, Me, corresponds to the chain length between two entanglements and can be rheologi-
cally determined (see paragraph 1.4.2).

Taking the “tube” picture into consideration, the reptation model was proposed by
de Gennes, in order to describe the viscoelasticity and the diffusion in concentrated poly-
mer solutions and melts, accompanied by the tube-theory of Doi and Edwards [deGennes 71,
Doi 78a, Doi 78b, Doi 78c, Doi 79]. In this model, the chain is able to move only in a con-
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fined space, due to the entanglements with neighbouring chains, as illustrated in fig. 1.11. The
polymer chain can reptate along this tube. The tube diameter can be interpreted as the end-
to-end distance of an entanglement strand of Ne monomers and is given as αtube ≈ bN1/2

e ,
where b is the monomer size and Ne the number of monomers in an entanglement strand. The
product of αtube with the average number of entanglement strands per chain, N /Ne, provides
the average countour lenght of the chain primitive path, 〈L〉 [Rubinstein 03]. After a specific
time, the chain will manage to reptate out of the original tube and will confine itself into a
new tube. The chain relaxation process in a tube can be described as a diffusion of its contour
length. The curvilinear diffusion coefficient, D, that describes the motion of the chain along
the tube, is simply the Rouse diffusion coefficient of the chain [Rubinstein 03] and is given by
the Einstein equation (1.22).

Figure 1.11: The Reptation model. The movement of a polymer chain is confined by the entanglements
with the neighbouring chains (x). The situation can be simulated by a tube. For topological compli-
cated materials additional entanglements (permanent) are considered, which effectively influence the
tube dimensions and the chain relaxation within the tube.

D =
kT

Nξ
∝ 1

M
(1.22)

In the above equation, k is the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature, N is the
number of chain-segment and ξ is the friction coefficient of the single monomer. This is valid
for an entangled chain moving through a tube.

In order for the chain to diffuse from its original tube of length 〈L〉, a time equal to the
reptation time, τd, is needed and expressed as:
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τd � l2

D
(1.23)

where l is the contour-length of the chain. Thus, one can derive a relation between the longest
relaxation time, τd, and the molecular weight:

τd ∝ ξN3 ∝ M3 (1.24)

This model is not an exact description of the reality, due to the assumption of having only one
moving chain while the other macromolecules are in a fixed position. This is the reason for
the difference on the power of molecular weight, M , found experimentally, where τd ∼M3.4,
from the theoretically predicted value of 3 from de Gennes [Larson 99]. The same relation can
be obtained for the viscosity, η0(Mw), which is an extremely important rheological fact, since
it explicitly correlates molecular wight with an experimentally determined bulk rheological
material property.

Within this work, polymer systemscontaining SCB and LCB are investigated . If these
side-chains are relatively short (unentangled) they do not affect the reptation of the backbone
chain throughout the tube. However, if the side-chain has a molecular weight larger than the
entanglement molecular weight, then these branches are considered as effective topological
constrains for the chain backbone and result in a more complex relaxation process for the
material (and a different relation between η0 and Mw).

1.4.6 Non-linearities in polymer rheology

As depicted in the Pipkin diagram in fig. 1.10, in principle all viscoelastic materials can
exhibit non-linearities for the whole range of De numbers, as long as the strain amplitude is
large enough. When a molecular conformation departs significantly from equilibrium due
to flow characteristics, even for negligible inertia effects, non-linearities arise [Marrucci 94].
The amount of non-linearity and the character of the non-linear rheological behaviour is a
result from both flow characteristics and material properties. For example, large deforma-
tions are combined with specific relaxation mechanisms for solutions or entangled chains
(branched or linear), or other material properties that can introduce non-linearities in the flow,
e.g. structure formation or destruction.

In linear viscoelasticity once the relaxation function of the polymer is known, defor-
mation and flow can be predicted, although only as long as the response of the material
remains in the linear regime (small γ0). When the deformation is such that the material state
is different from the equilibrium, a non-linear response is observed. This is the most likely
case in industrial processes (e.g. involving film blowing, blow molding, extrusion, etc.). The
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non-linear viscoelasticity cannot be simply described by a single material function, due to the
fact that the stress is also a function of the deformation history. Some examples of non-linear
rheological behaviour in polymers are given below.

- Shear thinning in entangled systems of flexible polymers, like melts or concentrated
solutions. This process can be described by the reptation theory of de Gennes [deGennes 71]
and the tube model of Doi and Edwards [Doi 78b, Doi 78c, Doi 79]. In particular, when the
polymer is subjected in shear flow, the tube is oriented in the shear direction, with an orien-
tation depending on the shear-rate. This causes a loss in the proportionality between stress

growth and
·
γ, i.e. a decrease in viscosity. By a further increase of

·
γ, the system can become

unstable. Marrucci [Marrucci 94] stated that polydispersity broadens the relaxation spectrum,
introduces additional relaxation mechanisms, such as constrain-release [Graessley 82], and
thus makes the discrimination of the different dynamic processes harder to achieve.

- Shear thinning in liquid crystalline polymers. This mechanism can be explained in a similar
manner as above, however the critical shear rate where the shear thinning takes place can be
significantly lower. It has been proposed that it results from the progressive formation of a
nematic phase, with increasing shear-rate [Marrucci 94].

- Shear thickening. It is an unusual case for polymers, however it is observed in complex
systems, such as ionomers in non-polar solvents, where the ions tend to segregate into
clusters. Large viscosities can then be seen, resulting from the formation of networks whose
junctions are ion aggregates [Marrucci 93, Marrucci 94].

1.5 Fourier-Transform rheology

As mentioned above, the majority of industrial processes takes place in the non-linear
regime, where large and time-dependent deformations are involved. Hence, the linearity
between excitation and rheological response is not valid. Another example of a process in
the non-linear regime is the application of a sinusoidal strain with a large amplitude. The
resulting stress response will not be a pure sinusoidal signal with a phase lag, but rather
a periodic signal that cannot be fully described by a single sinus function (see fig. 1.12).
Therefore, one of the goals in rheology is to understand, model and predict the non-linear
behaviour of polymers under these types of deformations, i.e. where linear viscoelastic theory
cannot be applied.

The method of FT-Rheology has been proposed as a useful tool to investigate
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Figure 1.12: Applied deformation and recorded shear stress response, for a linear PS with 500 kg/mol
under LAOS.

the non-linear regime in polymers, combined with large amplitude oscillatory shear ex-
periments (LAOS) [Giacomin 98, Krieger 73, Neidhöfer 01, Wilhelm 98, Wilhelm 00,
Wilhelm 02]. Large strain amplitudes are needed to provoke the material non-linear be-
haviour. Similar experiments have been performed in the past [Krieger 73], mainly using
sliding plate geometries. However, because of hardware and software limitations the
accuracy of the measurements was low and the data analysis tedious. The FT-Rheology
as applied within this work, is much more sensitive and accurate, while still being simple
from a hardware point of view [Wilhelm 99, Dusschoten 01]. As a method it has been
successfully used to study polymer colloidal dispersions in combination with optical methods
[Klein 05] and for investigation of polymer melts and solutions with different topologies
([Höfl 06, Neidhöfer 03b, Neidhöfer 03a, Neidhöfer 04, Vittorias 06]. Leblanc [Leblanc 03]
used FT-Rheology to study gum elastomers and rubbers. FT-Rheology has also been used
to characterize linear polystyrene solutions, by Neidhöfer et al. [Neidhöfer 03a]. Experi-
mental results were combined with simulation of LAOS flow with the Giesekus constitutive
model. The analysis of the Fourier spectrum of the stress response, i.e. the relative intensity
In/1 and the phase Φn oh the higher harmonics, allowed distinguishing different topologies
of polystyrene solution, where small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) and non-linear
step-shear measurements had failed to discriminate between them [Neidhöfer 04]. In partic-
ular, the use of the relative phase of the third harmonic, Φ3, over a broad range of applied
frequencies was investigated. The differences between linear and star-shaped architectures
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were found to be more pronounced for Deborah (De) numbers varying between 0.3 and 30.

1.5.1 Fourier-transformation

This mathematical transformation is named after the mathematician and physicist
Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768 - 1830). Fourier-transformations (FT) have
a broad application in many science fields, e.g. in NMR- and IR-Spectroscopy
[Ernst 90, Kauppinen 01, Schmidt-Rohr 94]. One can describe a continuous, integrable,
periodic function, f(t), in a series of trigonometrical functions, the Fourier-series
[Bartsch 74, Ramirez 85, Zachmann 94]:

f(t) =
∞∑

k=0

(Ak cos ωkt + Bk sin ωkt) (1.25)

where ωk = 2πk
T

are the frequencies and T are the periods of f(t). The Fourier coefficients
(amplitudes) are calculated as follows:

Ak =
2

T

∫ T

0
f(t) cos ωktdt (1.26)

Bk =
2

T

∫ T

0
f(t) sin ωktdt (1.27)

If they are expressed in a complex way and the Euler formula is used we obtain:

f(t) =
∞∑

k=−∞
Ckexp {iωkt} (1.28)

where the coefficient Ck is:

Ck =
1

T

∫ T

0
f(t)exp {−iωkt} dt (1.29)

Allowing a period T →∞, then the Fourier-Integral is derived:
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f(t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
F (ω)exp {iωt} dt (1.30)

which can easily be reversibly transformed:

F (ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(t)exp {−iωt} dt (1.31)

The prefactor 1
2π

can vary, dependently on conventions. The complex function, F (ω), can be
expressed by a real and an imaginary part, or in the form of an amplitude and a phase:

F (ω) = Fre(ω) + iFim(ω) = A(ω)exp {iP (ω)} (1.32)

where Fre(ω) is the absorption part and Fim(ω) is the dispersion part. Then the amplitude
spectrum is given by:

| A(ω) |=
√

Fre(ω)2 + Fim(ω)2 (1.33)

and the phase spectrum:

P (ω) = arctan(Fre(ω)/Fim(ω)) (1.34)

The dependence between these components can be presented in a Polar diagram (Fig. 1.13).

A very important feature of the FT is it’s linearity.

af(t) + bg(t)
FT←→ aF (ω) + bF (ω) (1.35)

The superposition of more than one signal in the time domain, will be through FT transformed
into a superposition of frequencies in the frequency domain. Hence, for a periodic response
signal of an oscillation, one can calculate the corresponding frequencies in the time signal
and analyse them in respect to their amplitude and phase.
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Figure 1.13: Polar diagram of a complex number z = Re + iIm. The quantity A corresponds to the
amplitude and P to the phase spectrum, at a fixed frequency ω1.

1.5.2 Fourier-transformation in rheology

With the application of FT-Rheology, resulting stress signals, such as the one depicted in
fig. 1.12, can be analyzed and the non-linear rheological behaviour of a material under LAOS
can be quantified. For the FT-Rheology a half-side, discrete, complex Fourier-transformation
is implemented, in order to be able to analyze phases and magnitudes of the resulting
FT-spectrum derived from the stress time signal. Half-sided means that the space between
the integration limits in eq. 1.30 and 1.31 is reduced to the half, i.e. 0 ≤ t < ∞. A FT is
inherently complex. Hence, even from a real signal in the time domain, f(t), one obtains
a complex spectrum, F (ω), with a real and an imaginary part. In the majority of LAOS
experiments, the time data are acquired not continuous but in a discrete way and with a
specific time interval between two successive points, called the dwelling time, tdw. These
N discrete time data are acquired with a k-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC card). This
device has 2k − 1 discretization in the y-dimension [Wilhelm 99, Wilhelm 02]. High values
of k allow the detection of smaller intensities of a signal, where an ADC card with less
available bits would fail. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) can be significantly increased
[Skoog 96]. In this work a 16-bit ADC card is utilized. The dwelling time, tdw, is the same
for the whole time domain or acquisition time, hence taq = tdwN . From N real (or complex)
time data via the Fourier-Transformation we obtain N complex points in a discrete spectrum.
The spectral width is defined by the highest measurable frequency, the Nyquist-frequency,
and is given by:

ωmax

2π
= νmax =

1

2tdw
(1.36)

The spectral resolution, in other words the frequency difference between successive
points in the spectrum is:
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∆ν =
1

taq

(1.37)

An increase of taq reduces the line width and increases the S/N, which is defined as the
ratio of the amplitude of the highest peak to the average of the noise level. The oscillations
result in broad peaks in the FT-spectrum, hence the acquisition time must be large enough to
achieve a high sensitivity and narrow peaks [Wilhelm 99]. This dependence can be seen in
fig. 1.14. An optimum acquisition and dwelling time should be used, with respect to the peak
width, measurement time and data file size. An extremely large acquisition time would not
improve the peak width substantially, since there are factors, such as experimental inaccura-
cies and hardware limitations, which result to an additional line broadening. Typically 5 to
50 cycles of the excitation frequency are acquired.

Data averaging of the spectra can increase the sensitivity significantly. The S/N increases
with the square root of the number of spectra added, n.

S/N ∝ √n (1.38)

This method of FT and data acquisition is used to measure the intensity of harmonics with a
higher accuracy, however phase information may be lost in case only magnitude spectra are
simply added without triggered time data acquisition.

In order to improve the S/N ratio and also to be able to measure data at very low torques
“oversampling” can be applied [Dusschoten 01]. This technique increases the sensitivity of
measurements in the linear and in the non-linear regime, by a factor of 3 to 10, for standard
rheometers. The raw data are acquired with the highest possible sampling rate, in other
words much more points than the minimum number needed to fully characterize the signal.
A large number of points between t and t + ∆t is averaged and we obtain a signal value for
t + 0.5∆t. Data acquired with the use of “oversampling” have a significantly higher S/N. A
typical oversampling of 100 to 3000 is applied within this work, depending on the excitation
frequency (see chapter 2).

1.5.3 Principles of FT-Rheology

Fourier-Transform-Rheology is a theoretically and experimentally simple and robust method
used to investigate and quantify time-dependent non-linear flow phenomena. In the following
paragraph, the basic theoretical aspects of the high-sensitivity FT-Rheology are presented by
the example of the dynamic oscillatory shear [Wilhelm 98, Wilhelm 02].

The force balance of a system of mass, m, viscosity, η, and elastic modulus, k, which is
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Figure 1.14: Basic scheme of a discrete Fourier-Transformation. The time data are shown in the
upper part and below analyzed with respect to amplitudes and phases. The dwelling time tdw limits
the spectral width νmax and the acquisition time, taq limits the spectral resolution, ∆ν [Wilhelm 99].

excited with a simple oscillatory movement of frequency, ω1/2π, is given by a simple linear
differential equation of the following archeotype:

mγ̈ + ηγ̇ + kγ = A0exp {iω1t} (1.39)
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The three left terms correspond to the kinematic, viscous and elastic part of the force applied
to the system. The mathematical expression for a deformation, γ, for constant η in equation
1.39 is a simple harmonic function:

γ(t) = γ0exp {i(ω1t + δ)} (1.40)

where ω1/2π is the excitation frequency and δ the characteristic phase lag. As already
mentioned, the viscosity is given by the equation σ = ηγ̇ (Newton’s law). For a Newtonian
material the viscosity, η, is always constant and shear-rate independent. If the material is
non-Newtonian, η is a function of time and shear-rate in the non-linear regime, η = η(γ̇, t).
If the shear is in a periodic steady state (constant strain amplitude and excitation frequency),
η will be dependent only on the applied strain deformation. Furthermore, the viscosity will
not depend on the direction of the shear: η = η(γ̇) = η(−γ̇) = η(| γ̇ |). Under these
assumptions, the viscosity can be expressed with a Taylor expansion of the absolute value of
the shear-rate:

η(| γ̇ |)) = η0 + a | γ̇ | +b | γ̇ |2 +... (1.41)

For oscillatory shear the shear-strain (or deformation), γ, is:

γ = γ0 sin(ω1t) (1.42)

and the shear-rate, | γ̇ |, is the product of the shear-strain:

| γ̇ |= ω1γ0 | cos(ω1t) | (1.43)

The shear-rate, | γ̇ |, is expressed as a Fourier-series, in order to derive the time-dependency
as a sum of the harmonics [Ramirez 85]:

| γ̇ | = ω1γ0

(
2

π
+

4

π

(
cos(2ω1t)

1 · 3 − cos(4ω1t)

1 · 5 +
cos(6ω1t)

1 · 7 ± ...

))
(1.44)

∝ a′ + b′ cos(2ω1t) + c′ cos(4ω1t) + ...
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The absolute value of the cosine function is repeated every 180◦. Thus, in eq. 1.44 we find
only even multiples of the first harmonic in ω1. Equations 1.41 and 1.44 are introduced into
the Newton’s law:

σ ∝ ηγ̇ (1.45)

∝ (η0 + a | γ̇ | +b | γ̇ |2 +...) cos(ω1t)

∝ (η0 + a(a′ + b′ cos(2ω1t) + c′ cos(4ω1t) + ...)

+b(a′ + b′ cos(2ω1t) + c′ cos(4ω1t) + ...)2...) cos(ω1t)

∝ (a′′ + b′′ cos(2ω1t) + c′′ cos(4ω1t) + ...) cos(ω1t)

From the application of the trigonometric additions theorem we obtain a sum of even
harmonics. When this result is multiplied with the cosine part (cos(ω1t)) for the shear
excitation, the result is a sum of odd harmonics. Hence, one can rearrange eq. 1.45:

σ ∝ a1 cos(ω1t) + a3 cos(3ω1t) + a5 cos(5ω1t) + ... (1.46)

where ai are complex coefficients. The different frequencies are analysed via a Fourier
transformation of the response signal. A frequency spectrum with the first harmonic in
excitation frequency, ω1/2π, and the harmonics at odd multiples is obtained. Each odd peak
(3ω1, 5ω1...) can be quantified by the intensity, In, and the phase φn. In FT-Rheology these
quantities are used as parameters to characterize the non-linear behaviour of materials.

The non-linearity in a material can be quantified by the ratio of the higher harmonics
to the first, In/1 = I(nω1)

I(ω1)
. The relative intensity In/1 has the advantage of being more

reproducible, because through this normalization errors originating e.g. from variations in
sample preparation, are minimized. The characteristic form of the LAOS stress signal is then
quantitatively described by the relative contribution of the higher harmonics to the periodic
response. The first odd harmonic that appears above the noise level is at a frequency of
3ω1/2π. It has the highest relative intensity, I3/1, in comparison with the other odd harmonics,
which have an exponential decreasing intensity and appear when larger deformations are
applied in the material at 5ω1/2π, 7ω1/2π, ...etc. Hence, the study of the FT-spectrum is
in this work limited to the 3rd higher harmonic contribution of the stress response during
a LAOS for polymer melts, in respect to its relative intensity and phase. For other classes
of materials, e.g. dispersions, a large number of higher harmonics can be detected with
significant intensity [Kallus 01]. An empirical equation that describes the relative intensity of
the 3rd harmonic, I3/1, as a function of γ0 for a specific ω1 with a sigmoidal curve can have
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the following form [Wilhelm 02]:

I3/1(γ0) = A

(
1− 1

1 + (Bγ0)C

)
(1.47)

where A is the plateau I3/1 for very large γ0 and has typical values of 0.2± 0.1 for the studied
polystyrene and polyethylene melts. Parameter B is the inverse critical strain amplitude. For
γ0 = 1

B
we have I3/1 = A

2
. Finally parameter C is the slope of log(I3/1) plotted against log(γ0)

for small strain amplitudes and has a theoretical value of 1.7 to 2 [Pearson 82]. Experimen-
tally it is found to be between 1.7 and 2.5 [Neidhöfer 03b, Vittorias 06].

The empirical equation 1.47 requires available data from a broad range of strain ampli-
tudes. In order to have a realistic value for parameter C, one needs enough data at low γ0

(e.g. for polymer melts 0.1 < γ0 < 2). Parameter A can be estimated by fitting I3/1 at very
large strain amplitudes (for PE and PS typically: γ0 > 7). However, these limits are not
always experimentally reachable. This makes the analysis of a non-linearity plateau prob-
lematic. However, one can take only data corresponding to γ0 < 2-3 into account and use
an equation which approximates eq. 1.47 at low and medium γ0, by expanding it in a Taylor
series as follows:

I3/1(γ0) = A

(
1− 1

1 + (Bγ0)C

)
= (1.48)

= A(1− (1− (Bγ0)
C − ((Bγ0)

C)2 − ((Bγ0)
C)3 − ...)) =

= A((Bγ0)
C + ((Bγ0)

C)2 + ((Bγ0)
C)3 + ...) (1.49)

If one considers only the first term of the Taylor expansion, the expression derived is the
following:

I3/1(γ0) ∼= A((Bγ0)
C) = ABC(γC

0 ) (1.50)

where we substitute ABC with a new parameter D, thus the non-linearity can be quantified
via I3/1 as a function of strain amplitude, γ0, for low and medium amplitude oscillatory shear:

I3/1(γ0) = DγC
0 (1.51)

The loss of symmetry in the time response signal can be characterized and quantified by
the relative phase of the higher harmonics. A linear pure sinusoidal signal would be mirror-
symmetric in its maximum and minimum. This mirror-symmetry is lost when the maximum
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and minimum are shifted or “bended”, e.g. fig.1.12. In order to analyze the resulting higher
harmonics with respect to the relative phases, eq. 1.46 is reformed for a response signal as
follows:

σ(t) = I1 cos(ω1t + φ1) + I3 cos(3ω1t + φ3) + I5 cos(5ω1t + φ5) + ... (1.52)

The absolute value of the phases of the higher harmonics is shifted with the phase of the
first harmonic in order to obtain comparable data [Neidhöfer 03b]. The time domain data are
shifted by a factor of −φ1

ω1
and t is substituted by t′ − φ1

ω1
. Hence, we obtain the expression:

σ(t′ − φ1

ω1
) = I1 cos(ω1(t

′ − φ1

ω1
) + φ1) + I3 cos(3ω1(t

′ − φ1

ω1
) + φ3) + ... (1.53)

= I1 cos(ω1t
′) + I3 cos(3ω1t

′ + (φ3 − 3φ1)) + ...

Consequently, the definition of the relative phase difference with respect to the phase of the
first harmonic is:

Φn := φn − nφ1 (1.54)

An example of how the relative phase of the higher harmonics affects the response signal
from a LAOS experiment is shown in fig. 1.15.

It has been suggested that the phase of the 3rd harmonic can be related to strain-
hardening or strain-softening [Neidhöfer 03b]. An extremely shear-thinning material has
a response signal out-of-phase with respect to the main cosine function (Φ3 = 180◦).
The opposite is found for a material exhibiting extreme shear-thickening, namely a signal
with both terms in-phase (Φ3 = 0◦ = 360◦). For all values of Φ3 smaller than 180◦

the maxima and minima of the resulting response signals are shifted to the left and for
Φ3 > 180◦ are shifted to the right (mirror-symmetry distortion). This suggestion demon-
strates the potential of Φ3 as a parameter to characterize materials in the non-linear regime
[Höfl 06, Neidhöfer 04, Vittorias 06].
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Figure 1.15: Time-dependent response signal. A cosine term with the excitation frequency (cor-
responding to the first harmonic) and a term corresponding to the third harmonic are added
[Neidhöfer 03a].

1.5.4 Application of FT-Rheology on polymer systems of different topologies

One application of FT-Rheology was the characterization of anionically synthesized linear
and star-shaped polystyrene solutions, as well as polystyrene combs [Höfl 06, Neidhöfer 03b,
Neidhöfer 03a, Neidhöfer 04]. Polymers with linear chains were compared to materials with
3-arm and 4-arm star topologies, that had similar rheological behaviour in the linear regime.
The investigation of this systems with FT-Rheology and the use of I3/1 and Φ3 provided a
higher sensitivity in detecting topological differences in polymers. Additionally the non-
linear parameters like Φ3 as a function of Deborah number, De, were successfully used to
discriminated between linear and star polymers in the non-linear rheological behaviour. Ex-
perimental FT-Rheology was subsequently applied to PS comb structures in solutions and
melts and revealed their differences in the resulting non-linearities during LAOS flow.

1.6 Numerical simulations

Computational fluid dynamics is a major tool for the analysis, design and optimization of
industrial flow processes. In the polymer processing field there is a wide range of operations,
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such as extrusion, blow molding, film blowing, coating, mixing etc. Thus, there is a need for
a detailed analysis of the special features and conditions of each non-Newtonian flow type
[Nassehi 02].

The core of every computational analysis is the numerical method used. This determines
its accuracy, reliability, speed and computation cost. Within this work the finite element
method is utilized. This particular method was initially developed by structural engineers, for
the numerical modelling of solid-mechanical problems. However, it has quickly expanded
in all types of flow and in all material fields (gases, liquids, Newtonian and non-Newtonian
fluids, elastic solids, multi-phase flows) and it is established as a powerful technique to solve
fluid flow and heat transfer problems [Nassehi 02]. It is a geometrically flexible method and
thus selected for the analysis of problems with complex geometrical domains.

Within this work we focus on modelling the behaviour of a viscoelastic material
(polymer melt) in a simple parallel-plate geometry under LAOS. This domain consists of
two parallel plates with the upper plate moving periodically with a fixed frequency, ω1,
(corresponding to the excitation frequency in the rheometer) and a fixed strain amplitude,
γ0 (corresponding to the applied strain amplitude in the LAOS experiment). The complexity
in the specific problem is introduced not in the flow field but in the material properties. The
model used to describe the polymer melt is a complex differential constitutive model and
contains parameters related to the molecular architecture. Hence, it is interesting to investigate
if the non-linear behaviour of polymer melts with different topologies under LAOS can be
predicted numerically and if the model itself captures the features of the deformed material,
compared to experimental results.

Generally, a non-Newtonian flow problem consists of the formulation of the mathemat-
ical system to describe the process. This systems involves the equations that describe the
conservation of mass, energy and momentum. Additionally the flow properties are provided
by means of a constitutive equation. Finally, the specific boundary conditions of the problem
are given and the formulated mathematical problem is solved via a computer based numerical
technique.

A well established solution process for industrially relevant problems is the utilization
of a finite element package to carry out the calculations and present the results in a consistent
and clear way.

1.6.1 Finite element method

Mathematical models of polymer flow involve generally non-linear partial differential equa-
tions and cannot be solved analytically. Therefore, these equation sets are solved numerically.
The finite element method is a numerical technique for solving problems which can be
described by partial differential equations. The investigated flow domain is represented as an
assembly of finite elements. The nodal values of a physical field in each element determine
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approximating functions and a continuous physical problem is transformed into a discretized
finite element problem with the nodal values as unknown.

The elements in which the domain is discretized (domain discretization) can be
two-dimensional or three-dimensional and can be of various shapes (rectangular, triangular,
hexagonal, combination of triangular and rectangular, etc.) and sizes. The nodes are located
on the boundary lines of the elements and can also be inside an element. The boundary nodes
act as junction points between the elements of a finite element mesh. They are geometrical
sub-regions and do not represent fluid body parts. The consequence of the discretization
is that the unknown functions of the physical quantities (velocity, pressure, stress) are
represented in each element by interpolation functions. The value for a continuous function,
f, is then approximately interpolated by the position, x, and geometrical functions, called
shape functions. A simple example for a one-dimensional linear element is given in fig. 1.16
and in fig. 1.17 an example of a bi-linear rectangular element is depicted.

A (x = 0)A
B (x = l)B

Figure 1.16: A one-dimensional linear element

For the element in fig. 1.16, the continuous function can be approximated by the shape
functions as follows:

f̃x = fA
l − x

l
+ fB

x

l
(1.55)

If the element is rectangular the approximated function can be expressed as:

f̃ = α1 + α2x + α3y + α4y (1.56)

where x is the position in the horizontal axis, y is the position in the vertical axis and αn are
the shape functions.

The element’s shape and node positions can be more complicated and the shape
functions can also be more elaborated than polynomial expressions, e.g. products of selected
polynomials that give desired function variations in element edges.

The finite element method has a great geometrical flexibility and can cope effec-
tively with various types of boundary conditions. However, there are some setbacks in
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Figure 1.17: Bi-linear rectangular element with four nodes

this method, namely the computational cost, especially for the case of three-dimensional
finite element simulations. Rational approximations may be used in order to overcome
such drawbacks. More details about the finite element method can be found elsewhere
[Crochet 92, Nassehi 02, Polyflow 03].



Chapter 2

Experimental setup and flow modeling

In the present chapter, a detailed description of the experimental setup is presented. Further-
more, the undertaken numerical simulation method is introduced along with the rheological
constitutive models that are studied within this thesis.

2.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup consists of the rheometers utilized for measuring linear viscoelastic
properties of polymer melts and applying LAOS at a broad range of excitation frequencies
and strain amplitudes. Additionally, there is a brief description of the hardware used for 13C
melt-state NMR measurements.

2.1.1 Equipment for dynamic oscillatory shear experiments

Rheological measurements are undertaken on a TA Instruments ARES Rheometer and an
Alpha Technologies RPA2000 (rubber process analyzer). Both rheometers belong to the
category of rotational strain-controlled rheometers and can perform dynamic mechanical
measurements of high viscous materials. In these devices, the sample is loaded between two
parallel plates, or a cone of a small angle (typically 0.2 rad) and a plate or between two cones.
The experiment consists of measuring with a force transducer the torque applied from the
studied material on the upper plate of the rheometer, while the lower plate is driven by a motor
in an oscillatory movement of a specific frequency and amplitude. The term strain-controlled
(CR) refers to the working principal of such an apparatus. The applied deformation is

37
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defined by setting the excitation frequency and the amplitude of the oscillatory movement,
thus controlling the strain applied in the investigated material. The stress response of the
material under deformation is recorded and analyzed. Instruments in which stress is defined
and controlled are called stress-controlled rheometers (CS). Generally strain-controlled
rheometers have insignificant inertia effects, can apply higher shear-rates and have a wider
torque detection range. However, they are much more expensive.

The ARES rheometer is designed to perform measurements of high viscosity materials,
i.e. polymer melts and solutions of high molecular weight. Viscoelastic properties of PE and
PS samples in the linear regime are measured with this rheometer, namely: G′(ω), G′′(ω),
tan δ and the complex viscosity |η∗(ω)|. This instrument is equipped with a 1KFRTN1 torque
transducer detecting torques ranging from 4 × 10−7 Nm to 0.1 Nm. Parallel plate geometry
of 13 mm diameter is mainly used. With this radius we are able to carry out measurements
for strains up to 3 while keeping the resulting torque within the transducer’s limits. However,
plates of 8 mm and 25 mm diameter are also utilized. The samples under investigation are
high molecular weight melts. This makes the use of cone-plate geometry with the advantage
of a uniform strain field problematic in many cases. The utilization of parallel plates with a
non-uniform strain field, leads to decreased measured values of relative intensity of the 3rd

harmonic by a factor of 0.75, as described by Wilhelm et al. [Wilhelm 99].
For measurements on the ARES rheometer, melt sample disks of 13 mm diameter and

1 mm thickness are pressed, at 150 ◦C and 20 bars in a Weber hydraulic press under vacuum.
All measurements are performed under a nitrogen atmosphere to prevent sample oxidation.

The ARES rheometer is a commercial widely used device and is considered to be

Deformation

Torque

Normal forces

BNC (outlet)

BNC cabel (e.g. Rg233)

Rheometer
(TA Instruments)

Figure 2.1: Setup for FT-Rheology. A custom-made LabVIEW routine is used to acquire the raw data

of deformation and torque from the rheometer.

sensitive and reliable. However the utilized open-rim geometry presents some problems and
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limitations in the LAOS application. For a strain amplitude larger than specific critical values
(which depend on the excitation frequency and the studied material) sample overflow and
edge fracturing or meniscus distortions may occur. These phenomena significantly affect the
accuracy of the LAOS measurements. Additionally, the maximum detected torque limit of
the transducer prevents the application of very large strain amplitudes (γ0 > 3). Thus, another
device must be utilized in order to reach high deformations with minimized secondary flows
and instability problems. This is achieved by using the RPA2000.

This specific rheometer is equipped with a transducer whose operating range is from
10−4 Nm to 5.6 Nm. The sample in this apparatus is kept in a sealed test chamber which
is pressurized to about 6 MPa during the experiment. The die geometry is bi-conical with
an opening half angle of 0.062 rad and with large grooves to prevent slippage. A more
detailed presentation of the instrument is provided by Debbaut and Burhin [Debbaut 02] and
a schematic representation of the test chamber is depicted in fig. 2.2. The detectable torque
range of the RPA2000 is extended in our specific setup by a factor 5-10 in the low torque
range, as described by Hilliou et al. [Hilliou 04]. Although no special sample treatment is
needed for the RPA2000 apparatus, it should be noted that 3.5 g - 4 g of sample are needed
for each experiment.

In both devices the excitation frequency for LAOS experiments varies between 0.01 Hz

Seal plates Dies

Seals

Spew channel

Mold cavity

Torque transducer

Oscillating drive
system

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the geometry with a sealed test chamber in the RPA2000.

and 5 Hz, and for dynamic oscillatory shear at low strain amplitudes (linear regime) it is
0.01 Hz - 15 Hz. The applied strain amplitude ranges from 0.5 to 3 in ARES and 2-10 on
the RPA. The measurements are conducted at temperatures varying from 120 ◦C to 200 ◦C.
It is found that the results from both rheometers are in good agreement. The deviation in
measured values of tan δ, between ARES and RPA is less than 5%. However, for a better
overlap of the FT-Rheology results, we have to apply a shift factor of 0.75 on the I3/1(γ0)

measured in the ARES, to compensate for the use of a parallel plate geometry in contrast to
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the bi-conical die used in the RPA.

2.1.2 LAOS and FT-Rheology measurements

The specific setup for acquiring LAOS data of high sensitivity and applying FT-Rheology
is presented here. This flow type is characterized by a broad range of strain amplitudes and
excitation frequencies. An optimized experimental setup is demanded, that can record torque
signals with a high accuracy at minimum noise.

The rheometer is kept in a rigid and mechanically stable environment to reduce the
mechanical noise level. The raw torque data is externally digitised using a 16-bit analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) card (PCI-MIO-16XE, National Instruments, Austin, TX) operating
at sampling rates up to 100 kHz for one channel, or 50 kHz for two channels. Two channels
allow the measurement and averaging (oversampling) of the shear strain and torque “on
the fly” [Hilliou 04, Dusschoten 01]. A typical oversampling between 100 and 3000 raw
data points is used, depending on the applied frequency and sampling rate. The analysis
by FT-Rheology is carried out via custom LabVIEW routines (LabVIEW 5.1, National
Instruments).

Measurements are carried out after a periodic-steady state has been reached and 5 to
50 cycles are recorded. It is generally observed that after 1-3 cycles delay there are no
transient or startup effects in the signal and the rest acquired periods can be safely analyzed.
The change of relative intensities and phases is negligible within more than 60 min of
measurement (e.g. I3/1 = 3% ± 0.15% and Φ3 = 150◦ ± 5◦). Measurements are repeated
three times and are found to be reproducible with a typical deviation < 5% of the relative
intensity value and 5◦ of the relative phase (e.g. I3/1 = 6% ± 0.3% and Φ3 = 150◦ ± 5◦).

2.1.3 13C melt-state NMR spectroscopy

In order to estimate the branching degree of polyethylenes, as discussed later in chapter 4,
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique is complementary used and the outcomes are
correlated to the FT-Rheology results concerning the detection and quantification of SCB and
LCB.

Melt-state 13C NMR is carried out on a Bruker DSX 500 dedicated solid-state NMR
spectrometer operating at proton and carbon Larmor frequencies νH = 500.13 MHz and ν13C

= 125.75 MHz respectively. All measurements are undertaken using a special commercial
Bruker, 13C-1H optimised, high temperature, 7 mm magic-angle spinning (MAS) probehead
with zirconia rotors and rotor caps. Nitrogen gas is used for all pneumatics to limit thermal
oxidation. All measurements are conducted at ω1/2π= 3 kHz spinning speed and at 150 ◦C
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sample temperature [Klimke 06].
Single pulse excitation spectra are acquired using 10 µs 13C π/2 excitation pulses and π

pulse-train heteronuclear dipolar decoupling. Depending on degree of branching, 4 to 21400
scans are needed to achieve a desirable signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 10 for the CH-branch
carbon using a 2 s recycle delay and 16 dummy scans. Measurement times range from 1 min
to 13 h. Short measurement times resulted from bulk state investigation, combined with short
recycle delays [Pollard 04].

Branch quantification is achieved by integrating the quantitative proton-decoupled 13C
melt-state NMR spectra. The ratio of integrals associated with a branch site to that of the
bulk backbone CH2 sites (δ) allows direct access to the degree of branching (see Appendix E
for carbon-site assingements). Although the actual CH (∗) branch site is resolved, the three
α-sites adjacent to this are used for branch quantification, due to their increased sensitivity.

Branches of 4 carbons in length (B4), as well as branches containing 6 or more carbons
(B6+) are found within the polyethylenes investigated. The different branch lengths are
identified by the chemical shifts of the carbon site adjacent to the methyl group on the branch,
at 23.3 and 22.8 ppm respectively. However, these sites cannot be used for quantification due
to the short recycle delays used [Pollard 04]. With the quantitative αB4 and αB6+ sites, both
having the same chemical shift of 34.7 ppm, only the content of branches containing 4 or
more carbons (B4+) can be quantified using the area of this peak:

B+
4 =

1/3AaB+
4

Aδ
= LCBmax = LCB + SCB(> C4) (2.1)

The determined degree of B4+ branching is then defined as the maximum possible amount of
LCB in the sample. It should be noted that this is still only an approximation of the degree of
B4+ branching within each system as correction factors cannot be applied due to the unknown
length of the B4+ branches [Stadler 05].

2.2 Flow modelling

Flow under LAOS has been modeled in the past for polystyrene solutions [Neidhöfer 03a] and
polyethylene melts using the Giesekus equation [Debbaut 02]. The FT-Rheology method was
applied for both experimental measurements and simulations. This earlier work demonstrated
the applicability of FT-Rheology and LAOS in combination with viscoelastic simulation.
However, the Giesekus model does not include any parameter explicitly related to the
molecular architecture, which could be practical for modelling polymers with branched
topologies.
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Finding a suitable model to describe the rheological behaviour of polymers under
different types of flow is a crucial subject and a matter of intensive research in the last
decades. McLeish and Larson [McLeish 98], and Inkson et al. [Inkson 99] presented a model
for branched polymers consisting of constitutive equations including molecular parameters.
The authors extended the tube model of Doi and Edwards [Doi 78c, Doi 79] and decoupled
the structure of a branched material into an equivalent set of “pom-pom” macromolecules,
with the number of arms and relaxation times as main model parameters. Rutgers et al.
[Rutgers 02] had used this multi-mode Pom-pom model to simulate uniaxial extension
flow of viscoelastic melts. The Double Convected Pom-pom model (DCPP) was introduced
and used in the work of Clemeur et al. [Clemeur 03, Clemeur 04]. The authors predicted
polyethylene melt flow for transient uniaxial extension and reverse step-strain experiments,
with the linear parameters of this model as determined by fitting linear viscoelastic data.
The non-linear parameters were determined by fitting transient extensional viscosity curves.
Large amplitude oscillatory shear was subsequently simulated and analyzed by Lissajous
plots and FT-Rheology. These results showed that the Pom-pom model could predict LAOS
oscillatory shear and be combined with experimental FT-Rheology data.

The application of FT-Rheology to quantify macromolecular architecture of industrial
polyethylene via simulations has also been presented by Schlatter et al. [Schlatter 05]. The
resulting phases of higher harmonics where analysed following the work of Neidhöfer et al.
[Neidhöfer 03a]. A differential multi-mode Pom-pom model and a modified Wagner integral
model (Wagner-Stephenson) were used to simulate the FT-Rheology experiments. Predictions
from both models were compared with experimental results. For this simple rheometric
flow (parallel-plate geometry), the Wagner model showed generally better agreement. The
Pom-pom model was able to fit the I3/1(γ0), but it was not able to predict the whole non-linear
response (I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0)) for the polymers showing the highest non-linear behaviour.

To model the polymer melt flow under LAOS conditions, a viscoelastic constitutive
equation is needed. Of importance are constitutive models, whose parameters can be qual-
itatively interpreted as the fingerprint of macromolecular attributes, e.g. Mn, Mw, PDI, and
topology. We evaluate this using the Pom-pom model [McLeish 98, Inkson 99]. In particular,
the DCPP formulation is selected considering previous implementations to study the flow of
branched polymers [Clemeur 03, Clemeur 04].

2.2.1 Calculation domain and boundary conditions

Numerical simulations are performed using the commercial finite element package
POLYFLOW [Crochet 92, Polyflow 03], primarily designed for the analysis of industrial
flows dominated by nonlinear viscous phenomena and viscoelastic effects. The specific
flow under investigation is a LAOS flow of a viscoelastic material. In the LAOS flow type,
materials undergo a simple periodic shear deformation of a large amplitude. The experimental
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flow geometry is relatively simple. It consists of two parallel disks with a typical diameter of
13 mm and a small gap distance (typically 1 mm). The material is loaded between the plates
and deformed in a periodic fashion, as the lower plate oscillates driven by the rheometer
motor with an angular frequency, ω1, and an amplitude, γ0. Hence, the approach by Debbaut
and Burhin can be followed [Debbaut 02].

The calculation domain is a square of length, L, and we monitor the stress response in
the fluid element sheared under periodic conditions. In order to simulate this flow with an
acceptable computational cost, we are obliged to accept some simplifications and approxi-
mations. The flow domain is reduced into a two-dimensional rectangular geometry with a
plane symmetry applied. The dimensions are reduced in a 1 × 1 domain. In other words, it
is assumed that the deformation of a small part of the polymer is the same as for the whole
polymer mass under LAOS between the parallel plates. Finally, free surface and edge effects
are neglected. The domain along with the boundary conditions is shown in fig. 2.3.

y

x

Figure 2.3: Calculation domain and boundary conditions for LAOS simulation. Adapted from
[Neidhöfer 03b].

Vanishing velocities are imposed at the lower boundary, while the upper boundary moves with
a tangential velocity, vx:

vx = Lγ0ω1 cos(ω1t) (2.2)

This velocity boundary condition corresponds to a dynamic oscillatory shear deformation of
strain amplitude γ0 and angular frequency ω1:

γ(t) = γ0 sin(ω1t) (2.3)
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Finally, periodic conditions of translation symmetry are imposed on both vertical sides.
There are no specific limitations on γ0 or ω1 for LAOS flow simulations. This was also

demonstrated by Debbaut and Burhin [Debbaut 02] and Vittorias et al. [Vittorias 06]. How-
ever, simulations with very low frequencies (e.g. 0.01 Hz) demand a large number of time
steps. On the other hand, large amplitude oscillatory shear with very high frequencies (e.g.
ω1/2π = 10 Hz, with a 3rd harmonic contribution at ω3/2π = 30 Hz) demands decreased time
steps (< 0.001 s). In both cases one needs an increased calculation time.

The viscoelastic flow can be modelled by solving the basic equations, which are the
following:

The incompressibility equation:

� ·v̄ = 0 (2.4)

where v̄ is the velocity vector.

The momentum equation:

−�p +� ·T + f = ρā (2.5)

where p is the pressure, T is the extra-stress tensor, ρ is the density, f is the volumetric force
and ā is the acceleration vector.

The energy equation is irrelevant for the specific case, since we are dealing with an
isothermal flow. Furthermore, for viscoelastic flows the total extra-stress tensor, defined as the
stress tensor without the hydrostatic pressure components, is decomposed into a viscoelastic
component T1 and a purely-viscous component T2:

T = T1 + T2 (2.6)

The viscoelastic component is computed differently for each type of viscoelastic model. The
purely viscous part T2, is an optional component within this specific simulation, usually
interpreted as the solvent contribution to the stress in polymer solutions or as the stress
response associated with very fast relaxation modes (e.g. short chains). It can be derived
from the following equation:

TV = 2ηV D (2.7)
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where D is the rate-of-deformation tensor and ηV is the additional Newtonian viscosity.
The presence of a purely viscous component has a significant impact on mathematical
properties of the equation governing viscoelastic flows and can improve the convergence of
the numerical method [Polyflow 03]. For polymer melts this can also be interpreted as the
stress response associated with very fast relaxation modes, approaching the effect of a solvent
for the simulated macromolecules at the investigated timescale. It is interesting to recall that
a suitably selected value of η2 corrects the actual shear-rate dependent viscosity of the mainly
used DCPP model, at high shear-rates, which would otherwise exhibit a non-realistic slope of
-2 [Polyflow 03]. Furthermore, as mentioned before, this additional contribution can improve
the stability of the numerical solver when solving complex flows.

2.2.2 Constitutive equations

There are flow phenomena in viscoelastic flows that generally cannot be predicted by
classical Navier-Stokes equations, such as shear-rate dependence of viscosity, presence of
normal-stresses, high resistance to elongational deformation, elasticity-associated memory
effect [Nassehi 02, Polyflow 03]. In the literature, one can find a variety of equations and
models that can be used to describe flows of Non-Newtonian materials.

For each viscoelastic model, a different constitutive equation is used for the calculation
of T1. The viscoelastic extra-stress tensor is computed from a differential equation or an
algebraic that involves a state variable (configuration tensor), obeying a differential equation.
While in the Pom-pom model, T1 is algebraically derived from the configuration tensor,
models of the Oldroyd type (including upper-convected Maxwell, Giesekus, e.a.) contain a
differential equation written in terms of the extra stress tensor [Polyflow 03]. The Maxwell
and the Giesekus constitutive equations are presented briefly below.
The general equation for computing T1 for Oldroyd-type models is the following:

g(T1) ·T1 + λ
δT1

δt
= 2η1D (2.8)

where g(T1) is a model-defined function. Parameter λ is a model-defined relaxation time
and corresponds to the time needed for the shear stress to reduce to the half of its equilibrium
value when the strain-rate vanishes. High relaxation times indicate high memory retention of
the flow and low λ indicate a significant memory loss. For the second case, the Newtonian
flow is approached (λ = 0). Finally, η1 is a model-defined viscosity for the viscoelastic
component of T, T1 . The term δT1

δt
is defined as the linear combination of the lower- and
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upper-convected derivatives:

δT1

δt
=

ξ

2

∆

T1 +(1− ξ

2
)

∇
T1 (2.9)

with 0≤ ξ ≤ 2.
∆

T1 is the lower-convected derivative of the viscoelastic extra stress defined as:

∆

T1=
DT1

Dt
+ T1 · ∇v̄T +∇v̄ ·T1 (2.10)

while
∇
T1 is the upper-convected derivative defined as:

∇
T1=

DT1

Dt
−T1 · ∇v̄ −∇v̄T ·T1 (2.11)

For a material with multiple relaxation times, T1 represents the sum of all viscoelastic con-
tributions, each obeying a constitutive equation (e.g. eq. 2.8). Each viscoelastic contribution
has its own material parameters (η, λ, etc.) for the model-specific function g(T1).

The Maxwell model is one of the simplest constitutive equations. The upper convected
Maxwell model (UCMM) exhibits a constant viscosity and a quadratic first normal stress
difference [Owens 02]. Due to its simplicity it is used only qualitatively, or when low amount
of information is available for the studied material. For the upper-convected Maxwell model,
the viscoelastic stress tensor is computed as follows:

T1 + λ
∇
T1= 2η1D (2.12)

There is no purely viscous contribution, thus T1 = 0.
A more complicated and widely studied model is the Giesekus constitutive equation

[Neidhöfer 03b, Tanner 00]. It is considered as one of the most realistic differential con-
stitutive models and can describe the shear thinning phenomenon. The model produces a
non-quadratic first normal-stress difference as a function of shear-rate at high shear-rates
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[Polyflow 03]. It can contain a purely viscous contribution (from eq. 2.7).

The Giesekus equation for T1 is the following:

(I− αλ

η1

T1) ·T1 + λ
∇
T1= 2η1D (2.13)

where I is the unit tensor and α is a non-linear material parameter controlling the shear-rate
dependence of the viscosity.

The Pom-pom model which is mainly studied in this work, belongs to the type of models
with the viscoelastic extra-stress tensor computed from an algebraic equation that involves a
configuration tensor. It is the first constitutive model containing parameters directly related to
the polymer architecture and was recently proposed by McLeish and Larson [McLeish 98].
The molecule described by the Pom-pom model contains a backbone of a specific length and
q arms at each end (like the “pom-pom molecule” in fig. 1.1). The backbone is confined in a
Doi-Edwards tube, consisting of the entangled surrounding neighbouring macromolecules.
While only the backbone reptates and relaxes through orientation and stretching mechanisms
inside the tube, the dangling arms at each tube-end freely relax in a much faster process,
often described as “breathing modes” [McLeish 98, Inkson 99]. However, when the imposed
stress is high enough the side-arms can retract in the tube. A schematic representation of a
“pom-pom molecule” is shown in fig. 2.4. The concept of this model is suitable to describe
flow of branched polymers. The capability of the Pom-pom model to capture simultaneously
the shear-thinning character along with the extensional hardening behaviour of polyethylene
is today widely acknowledged. Hence, it is mainly used for the flow simulation of long-chain
branched PE [McLeish 98, Inkson 99, Rutgers 02, Clemeur 03, Clemeur 04].

Within this work, the Double-Convected-Pom-pom formulation is undertaken, which in-
cludes changes and improvements to the initial model by McLeish and Larson [McLeish 98],
in order to make it more suitable for software implementation and to introduce a non-zero
second normal stress difference [Clemeur 03]. Additionally, several modes of the DCPP
model are used, in other words a multi-mode differential constitutive model. Hence, the total
extra-stress tensor is the sum of the stress contribution from each individual mode, i, of the
total N modes.

T =
N∑

i=1

Ti + TV. (2.14)
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where Ti is the viscoelastic stress component of each mode and TV is the purely-viscous
component (denoted as T2 in eq 2.6). In eq. 2.14, each mode can be interpreted as the
equivalent set of “pom-pom” molecules with a range of relaxation times and arm numbers,
in which the structure is decoupled [Inkson 99]. In this formulation of the DCPP model, the
constitutive equation for the stress of each individual mode is as follows:

Ti =
Gi

1− ξi

(3Λ2
iSi − I) (2.15)

where Gi is the shear modulus, ξi is a non-linear parameter that enables the introduction of a
non-vanishing second normal stress difference [Clemeur 03], Si is the the orientation tensor,
Λi is the stretching scalar and I is the unity vector. The state variables Si and Λi can be
computed from the following equations:

λi[(1− ξi

2
)

∇
Si +

ξi

2

∆

Si] + λi(1− ξi)[2Di : Si]Si +
1

Λ2
[Si − I

3
] = 0 (2.16)

λsi
DΛi

Dt
− λsi(Di : Si)Λi + (Λi − 1)e

2(Λi−1)

qi = 0. (2.17)

where D is the rate-of-deformation tensor, while the symbols � and � denote the upper-
and lower-convected derivatives, respectively. Equations 2.16 and 2.17 involve additional
material parameters. The parameters λi and λsi are the characteristic relaxation times for
backbone orientation and stretching mechanisms, respectively, while the parameter qi reflects
the number of arms (branches) attached at each end of the “pom-pom” backbone.

2.2.3 Identification of material parameters

The set of constitutive equations 2.14- 2.17 involves 5N+1 parameters. For each individual
mode, the relaxation modulus Gi, the relaxation times for orientation and stretching mecha-
nisms, λi and λsi, respectively, the number of arms per backbone-end, qi, and parameter ξi,
have to be determined. Finally, we have the “background” viscosity, ηV .

Relaxation characteristic times, λi, for backbone orientation of each mode and shear
moduli, Gi, are determined from experimental mastercurves of linear data G′(ω), G′′(ω) and
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Pom-pommacromolecule

Backbone

Doi-Edwards tube

Arms

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the branched macromolecule described by the Pom-pom
model. In this example, the number of side-arms is q = 3. The backbone can relax while confined
in the tube via orientation mechanism with characteristic time λ and via stretching with characteristic
time λs. However, the stress relaxation is constrained by the existence of branch points.

|η∗(ω)| at a reference temperature of 140 ◦C or 180 ◦C. Generally, viscoelastic flow simula-
tions literature suggests a non-vanishing value of ηV [Polyflow 03]. The flow presently con-
sidered is characterised by a well-known kinematics and therefore, we found it more relevant
to determine its value by fitting the data at high frequency. Actually, in earlier publications,
Debbaut and Burhin [Debbaut 02] and Neidhöfer et al. [Neidhöfer 03b] did not add any purely
Newtonian contribution to the total extra-stress tensor.

The non-linear parameter, ξi, does not strongly influence the oscillatory response of the
model and can be physically interpreted as controlling the polymer backbone’s slippage with
respect to the motion of the surrounding continuum [Clemeur 04]. Following Verbeeten et
al. [Verbeeten 04] and Clemeur et al. [Clemeur 04], a weak dependence of parameter ξi with
respect to qi is assumed:

ξi =
0.2

log10 qi + 1
(2.18)

Utilizing this information, 4N parameters have to be considered. The ratio of the ori-
entation relaxation times to the stretching relaxation time, λi/λsi, is related to the num-
ber of entanglements. This ratio ranges between 2 and 10 for a typical polymer melt
[McLeish 98, Inkson 99] and is given by:

λi

λsi
=

4

π2
Ne (2.19)

where Ne is the number of entanglements. The ratio λi/λsi is kept constant for all
modes (λi/λsi = λ/λs, for i = 1, 2,...n) and is determined by adjusting model predictions to
FT-Rheology experimental data, i.e. I3/1(γ0, ω) and Φ3(γ0, ω). The number of branches per
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backbone end, qi , is also determined by fitting I3/1 and Φ3 for different strain amplitudes and
frequencies. For linear polymers qi = 1 for all modes. For branched systems, qi is identical
for all modes, or the material is handled as a blend of “pom-pom” molecules, where the
number of arms increases with the relaxation time [Inkson 99]. The mode with the longest
orientation relaxation time (highest seniority) has the maximum number of arms (highest
priority), in agreement with Inkson et al. [Inkson 99]. Graham et al. indeed proposed that the
moduli and the backbone orientation time, λi, should be determined from linear viscoelastic
behaviour, while values for parameters λsi and qi must be obtained from non-linear flow
experiments [Graham 01].

Selecting four to six modes seems to be an optimum choice for fitting the whole range
of available experimental linear data, while keeping the calculation time for a single LAOS
simulation within reasonable limits. It should be noted that for large numbers of modes, the
parameter identification can become ill-posed [Clemeur 04, Inkson 99].

2.2.4 Time marching scheme

For the transient calculation the technique similar to that suggested by Debbaut and Burhin
[Debbaut 02] and Neidhöfer et al. [Neidhöfer 03b] is used. Starting from rest state, the simu-
lated time interval must be long enough in order to reach a steady periodic regime. At t = 0, the
calculation starts with relatively large time steps (typically 1/10 of a period) for a time inter-
val equal to 5-10 times the longest relaxation time. By doing so, the stress contributions from
the modes with longest relaxation times reach the periodic steady-state flow regime. Next,
the time steps are progressively decreased to properly capture contributions from the shorter
relaxation modes. FT-Rheology analysis is then applied on the last periods of the resulting
stress response.



Chapter 3

FT-Rheology on anionically synthesized
model polystyrene

In order to validate FT-Rheology as a method to study polymers of varying architecture,
one needs to apply it initially to simple model systems. The well-defined materials used
within this work, consist of PS melts with known narrow molecular weight distribution.
This distribution can be quantified by the weight-average molecular weight, Mw and the
number-average molecular weight, Mn. The ratio between these two average quantities,
Mw/Mn = PDI , is called the polydispersity index which describes the width of the dis-
tribution [Sperling 92, Young 91]. The model samples used have a typical polydispersity
index, PDI ≤ 1.1. The topology of the specific PS samples is defined by the synthesis
method, which in this case is anionic polymerization with and without chemical crosslinker
[Neidhöfer 03a, Roovers 79b]. Due to the undertaken synthesis route, the samples with an
estimated linear topology, indeed contain no side arms neither long nor short. The systematic
study of these melts can reveal the factors affecting the non-linear rheological behaviour of
macromolecules under LAOS and separate them from the influence of long-chain branches.

Additionally, polystyrene combs (see fig. 1.1) experimentally measured via FT-Rheology
[Höfl 06], are used as model branched systems to evaluate the numerical simulations of
LAOS flow using the Pom-pom model. These materials are also anionically synthesized,
relatively monodisperse, with a specific known number of branches per backbone and arm-
length [Höfl 06, Roovers 79b, Roovers 79a, Roovers 81, Roovers 87]. The only topological
characteristic not defined is the distribution of the side-arms on the backbone. The specific
comb samples have been extensively investigated in the past and the experimental study of
these materials via FT-Rheology is performed and presented by Höfl [Höfl 06].

The application of FT-Rheology on polystyrene solutions of known topol-
ogy (linear, 3-arm and 4-arm stars) has been a subject of investigation in the past
[Neidhöfer 03b, Neidhöfer 04]. Large amplitude oscillatory shear was applied in anionically
synthesized linear, 3-arm and 4-arm star polystyrenes and the resulted stress time signal
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has been analyzed via FT-Rheology. For the case of linear polystyrene solutions, the
experimental results where coupled with finite element simulations using the Giesekus model
[Neidhöfer 03b]. The experimental investigation of the linear solutions showed no significant
molecular weight dependence of the phase of the 3rd harmonic, Φ3, as a function of Deborah
number, De. However, a discrimination between linear and branched topologies (star
polystyrenes) was achieved via the experimental I3/1 and Φ3, for high De [Neidhöfer 04].

However, when one studies entangled melts the flow involves more complicated phe-
nomena. Topological constrains, like entanglements, branches, and molecular weight have
a strong influence on the melt behaviour under deformation. Additionally, flow instabilities,
such as edge fracture, meniscus distortions and wall slip may occur and influence the
non-linear character of the flow [Larson 92]. These phenomena may also posses a molecular
weight and topology dependence and can be predicted. The recorded flow instabilities during
LAOS flow are more extensively investigated in chapter 5.

3.1 Studied materials and sample preparation

A set of linear monodisperse polystyrene melts of Mw ranging from ∼40 kg/mol to
∼4,500 kg/mol are studied within this work. Additionally, polydisperse linear PS melts are
measured to assess the influence of a broadened molecular weight distribution on non-linear
rheological behaviour. Finally, numerical simulations for the prediction of LAOS flow are
performed for a set of PS solutions and melts with well-defined branched topology.

Furthermore, binary blends are generated from low and high molecular weight linear PS
and are investigated. Four binary blends of linear polystyrenes are measured. The first two
consist of PS41 with PS330 in mass ratios of 32.4/62.6 and 13.8/86.2. The other two mix-
tures are blends of PS41 with PS750 in mass ratios of 52.2/47.8 and 19.8/80.2. The mixing is
performed by dissolving the components in THF (tetrahydrofurane) at room temperature (25
◦C) and subsequently evaporating the solvent. Samples are left to dry in vacuum at T = 100
◦C for more than 10 days. Gel permeation chromatography measurements (GPC) confirm the
presence of the pure components in the binary blend.

For measurements on the ARES rheometer, melt sample disks of 8 mm, 13 mm and
25 mm diameter and 1 mm thickness are pressed, at 150 ◦C and 20 bars in a Weber hydraulic
press under vacuum. For sample PS330 disks of the above diameters but with a thickness of
∼ 2 mm are additionally prepared. The time for the melt and press procedure under vacuum
generally varies between 2 h and 12 h, depending on the sample molecular weight and residual
solvent concentration. The measurements are performed for disk samples finally containing
no residual solvent or air bubbles. For every measurement a fresh sample is used. All exper-
iments are performed under a nitrogen atmosphere to prevent sample oxidation. Although no
special sample treatment is needed for the RPA2000 apparatus, it should be noted that 3.5 g-
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4 g of sample are needed for each experiment.
Large amplitude oscillatory shear flow simulations are performed for a number of

polystyrene combs. The molecular characterization, via NMR, GPC and mass spectrome-
try, as well as the experimental rheological and FT-Rheology results were performed by Höfl
[Höfl 06]. The modelled samples are presented in Table 3.3 along with their topological char-
acteristics.

Samples Mw -PDI Mw (kg/mol) Mw/Mn source

PS41 41 1.03 MPIP
PS57 57 1.03 MPIP
PS78 78 1.03 MPIP
PS100 100 1.10 BASF
PS110 110 1.03 MPIP
PS220 220 1.05 MPIP
PS330 330 1.10 BASF
PS370 370 1.08 MPIP
PS400 400 1.11 MPIP
PS500 500 1.10 BASF
PS750 750 1.10 MPIP

PS2000 2000 1.21 MPIP
PS134−1.97 134 1.97 MPIP
PS168−2.69 168 2.69 MPIP
PS744−1.78 744 1.78 MPIP
PS4530−3 4529 2.96 MPIP

Table 3.1: Anionically synthesized linear polystyrene samples. Weight-average molecular weight Mw

and polydispersity Mw/Mn as given by GPC. The samples are referenced as PSMw for monodisperse
linear PS. The polydisperse linear PS are referenced as PSMw−PDI.

Samples PS41 wt % PS330 wt % PS750 wt %

PSmix1 32.4 - 67.6
PSmix2 13.8 - 86.2
PSmix3 52.2 47.8 -
PSmix4 19.8 80.2 -

Table 3.2: Binary blends of anionically synthesized linear polystyrene samples. The weight fraction of
each component in the blends is given.
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Samples Mb Ma Narms Mw ,total Mw /Mn c
(kg/mol) (kg/mol) (kg/mol) wt % in DOP

solutions
PS250−41 262.8 - - 262.8 1.08 41.0

C642 275 47 29 1630 < 1.06 33.3
C732 860 25.7 26 1530 < 1.06 23.8
C742 860 47 29 2230 < 1.06 20.7

melts
PSH2 46 44 4 237 - -
C622 275 11.7 30 624 < 1.06 -
C722 860 11.7 28 1190 < 1.06 -

Table 3.3: Modelled linear and branched polystyrenes. Estimated molecular weight of polymer
backbone, Mwb , molecular weight of side-arms, Mwa and number of side-arms per backbone, to-
tal weight-average molecular weight, Mw ,total and polydispersity, Mw/Mn , as determined by GPC.
Sample PS250−41 was synthesized by Neidhöfer [Neidhöfer 03b], all other samples are from Roovers
[Roovers 79b] and provided by Prof. D. Vlassopoulos. The solvent used for all solutions was dioctylph-
thalate (DOP).

3.2 Dynamic oscillatory shear in the linear regime, SAOS

When a sample is exposed under dynamic oscillatory shear with a small strain amplitude,
γ0 (SAOS), the rheometric flow takes place still in the linear rheological regime. As de-
scribed in chapter 1, by performing frequency sweeps in different temperatures we can shift
the resulted spectra and obtain a mastercurve of G′, G′′, tan δ and |η∗(ω)|. Polystyrene has a
strong temperature dependence concerning its rheological properties, thus allowing us to ob-
tain mastercurves over a broad range of frequencies. Results for several linear monodisperse
polystyrenes are shown in fig. 3.1 and 3.2.

The dependence of the moduli and the crossover frequency, ωc, of G′ and G′′ on the
molecular weight is clearly depicted. It is worth mentioning that for samples with increasing
Mw , the crossover point is shifted towards lower frequencies, at a constant temperature, as
expected. By performing dynamic measurements in these conditions, the behaviour of the
samples in the rubbery plateau is probed. In literature, average molecular weight between
entanglements, Me , of 13-19 kg/mol for polystyrene is reported and within this work, we
assume the value Me ≈ 18 kg/mol [Bicerano 02, Seitz 93]. Linear polystyrene melts with a
high molecular weight and Mw /Me ≥ 20, which corresponds to an average number of entan-
glements per chain more than 20, show a dominant elastic character in these specific experi-
mental conditions.

Subsequently, the binary blends, consisting of a low and a high molecular weight com-
ponent, are measured with respect to their linear rheological properties. In all four blends,
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T = 180 Cref

o

Figure 3.1: Storage and loss moduli, G′ and G′′, for linear polystyrene melts. Mastercurves for a
reference temperature T = 180 ◦C.

Figure 3.2: Absolute value of the complex shear viscosity | η∗(ω) | for linear polystyrene melts.
Mastercurves for a reference temperature T = 180 ◦C.
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one can clearly observe two “shoulders” in the G′′ curve, one at a low frequency, ωmL/2π

and one at a higher frequency, ωmS/2π (fig. 3.3, 3.4). According to Strunglinski et al.
[Strunglinski 88], this feature is prominent in linear-linear mixtures and the two corresponding
frequencies, ωmL and ωmS , are “fingerprints” of the relaxation of the long and short chains
respectively. The same authors reported a shift of the short chain peak frequency, ωmS , to
lower frequencies with increasing concentration of the long-chain component. However, for
samples PSmix2 and PSmix4, a suppression of the long-chain “shoulder” in ωmL is observed,
indicating a broadening of the relaxation spectrum of the high molecular weight components.

Figure 3.3: Storage and loss moduli, G′ and G′′, for binary polystyrene blends PSmix1 and PSmix2
(see Table 3.2), as well as data for the linear blend components. Mastercurves for a reference temper-
ature T = 180 ◦C.

3.3 Application of LAOS and FT-Rheology

Subsequently, strain sweeps are applied with LAOS for all linear melts, at a fixed temperature,
T = 180 ◦C and excitation frequency, ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz. The resulting torque time signal is ana-
lyzed via FT-Rheology. Not all samples can be measured with the RPA2000 apparatus, due to
limited available material quantity, especially for the samples synthesized at the MPIP. Thus,
non-linear behaviour at very large strain amplitudes (typically γ0 ≥ 2.5) can be measured only
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Figure 3.4: Storage and loss moduli, G′ and G′′, for binary polystyrene blends PSmix3 and PSmix4
(see Table 3.2), as well as data for the linear blend components. Mastercurves for a reference temper-
ature T = 180 ◦C.

for industrial samples PS110, PS330 and PS500. Another limitation on the maximum defor-
mation in which each sample is induced to, results from the occurrence of flow instabilities
caused by wall slip, stick-slip or meniscus distortion effects. This behaviour will be studied
in chapter 5. In fig. 3.5 and 3.6, a typical LAOS torque time signal and the corresponding
FT-spectrum are presented.

The samples are induced in LAOS, for a typical strain amplitude range of 0.1 - 3. The
resulted relative intensities of the 3rd harmonic, I3/1 and relative phases, Φ3 are presented in
fig. 3.7 for the linear monodisperse samples. For low molecular weights (Mw < 110 kg/mol),
corresponding to a number of entanglements per chain Ne < 6 there is no strong dependence
of the non-linearities on Mw at this temperature. A high molecular weight affects the non-
linear behaviour for a Ne > 6 and results in higher I3/1(γ0) and lower Φ3(γ0). A polydisperse
linear melt presents higher non-linearities than a monodisperse one with similar Mw , as de-
picted in fig. 3.8. At large γ0 flow instabilities are observed and the reproducibility of the
results is clearly affected (see fig. 3.7 and 3.8).

For the case of the linear blends shown in fig. 3.9 and 3.10, instabilities during the
LAOS flow are prominent in large amplitudes in the open-rim geometry of the ARES (typ-
ically γ0 > 1). There is no clear correlation between the measured non-linearities and the
blend composition. However, one can argue that a dilution of a high molecular weight melt
with a low molecular weight component (PS41) can reduce the non-linearities and has an ef-
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Figure 3.5: Stress response time signal, for PS330 under LAOS with ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz, γ0 = 5 at T =
180 ◦C. The maximum is “tilted” to the left reflecting the loss of linearity from the rheological process.

Figure 3.6: Fourier-Transform spectrum for PS330 under LAOS with ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz, γ0 = 5 at T =
180 ◦C, corresponding to time data of fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.7: I3/1 and Φ3 for linear monodisperse polystyrene melts, for LAOS with an excitation fre-
quency of ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz at T = 180 ◦C.

Figure 3.8: Effect of polydispersity on I3/1 for linear polydisperse polystyrene melts, for LAOS with
an excitation frequency of ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz at T = 180 ◦C.
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fect on the relative phase of the melt. Additionally, comparing I3/1 and Φ3 of the blends with
the pure components, we can conclude that the non-linear behaviour is mainly the result of
the presence of large macromolecules in the melt. Even for a 52/48 ratio of PS41 and PS330
(PSmix3), the I3/1 of the blend and the relative phase is closer to that of that of the pure high
Mw component (fig. 3.10).

Figure 3.9: I3/1 and Φ3 for binary blends of linear PS41 and PS750. LAOS with an excitation fre-
quency of ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz at T = 180 ◦C is applied.

3.3.1 Effect of deformation history on non-linear rheological behaviour

As already mentioned in paragraph 3.3, for LAOS with γ0 above a critical value, flow instabil-
ities occur. These phenomena are experimentally detected and recorded via the FT-spectrum.
Especially the appearance of even harmonics and the large increase of the odd harmonics is
a clear indication of instable flow [Chen 94, Graham 95]. Representative examples of torque
time signals recorded at large γ0 are shown in fig. 3.11. The samples of PS750 in this figure
are prepared in a similar way. However, small differences may exist in their deformation his-
tory during the strain sweep tests, which result in a different evolution of instabilities such as
meniscus distortions and wall slip. For these large γ0 (γ0 > γ0,critical) the reproducibility of
I3/1 and Φ3 can be very low and deviations up to 50-100% of their values are recorded.

In order to derive reproducible results with minor effects from normal forces and in-
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Figure 3.10: I3/1 and Φ3 for binary blends of linear PS41 and PS330. Applied LAOS with an excitation
frequency of ω1/2π at T = 180 ◦C.
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Figure 3.11: Examples of LAOS torque time signals for three different samples of PS750, with a strain
amplitude larger than the critical γ0 for the onset of instabilities. Small changes on the deformation
history result in different non-linear behaviour at large γ0 of low reproducibility.
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stabilities, strain sweeps are performed with strain amplitudes ranging from values used for
small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) frequency sweep measurements (typically γ0 = 0.1)
up to γ0 ≈ γ0,critical. This critical γ0 corresponds to the onset of instable non-linear behaviour,
as determined by the decay of the stress signal amplitude, which after 5 periods may exhibit
a decrease of 10% of its value. Above this upper limit of applied strain amplitude the re-
producibility of the measurements is significantly lower, the resulting LAOS signal depends
strongly on the initial conditions of the experiment and the form of the stress signal (respec-
tively the resulting FT-spectrum) is time-dependent. This critical γ0 has a strong dependence
on molecular weight and topology (see more details in chapter 5). The results for I3/1 from
three different strain sweeps for PS330 are presented in fig. 3.12 and 3.13. Each I3/1 and Φ3

data point is derived from analyzing 20 recorded cycles. The I3/1 from the first strain sweeps
is recored for γ0 up to the critical value where instabilities occur, γ0,critical = 0.65. For the
strain sweeps started from relatively large initial γ0 = 0.5 with larger steps, a critical value of
γ0,critical = 1.5 is observed (deviation from the predicted non-linear behaviour). Above this
strain amplitude, the instabilities that occur, as well as the large normal forces (typically >1 N
for a 13 mm diameter plate) result in an extreme non-linear behaviour and a loss in LAOS
stress signal periodicity. The upper limit for this measurement is the maximum possible ap-
plied γ0 in the ARES for the specific geometry and LAOS conditions. It is clear that the onset
and evolution of instabilities, as reflected in the high non-linearities, depends on the previ-
ous deformation history of the polystyrene melt. For a strain sweep at a specific frequency
and temperature an increased number of strain amplitude steps and deformation cycles (black
points in fig. 3.12) result in a lower γ0,critical. A “mastercurve” can be derived using eq. 1.47
and combining data from RPA2000 and from ARES (for γ0 < γ0,critical). The relative phases
present an abrupt increase for strain amplitudes close to the critical values. However, if we
extrapolate the phase derived from RPA to lower strain amplitudes, Φ3(γ0) data from both
strain sweeps in the ARES for γ0 < γ0,critical, follow the same “mastercurve”.

The deformation history is important for the occurrence of instabilities and extreme non-
linear phenomena (γ0,critical, I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) for γ0 > γ0,critical). However, if the ef-
fect of the flow instabilities and normal forces can be controlled and minimized, the inherent
non-linearity of linear polystyrenes will not depend on past deformation. In other words the
evolution of the resulted I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) can be independent of the past deformation on
the absence of flow distortions and large normal forces. Conclusively, an optimum strain
amplitude range for applying LAOS in these samples ranges from typically γ0 = 0.07-0.1 to
γ0,critical (onset of instabilities). For γ0 > γ0,critical normal forces and slip phenomena have a
drastic effect in the material non-linear response.
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Figure 3.12: I3/1 of PS330 with different deformation history. The 1st strain sweep (black symbols)
begins with small γ0 steps (0.05) and stops when non-linearity increases due to flow instabilities. The
2nd experiment (open symbols) is with larger steps and up to the limit of applied γ0 in the ARES. The
3rd measurement is performed in the RPA apparatus. At each strain step 20 cycles are recorded. The
parameters of eq. 1.47 (dashed-line) for this case are: A = 33%, B = 0.18 and C = 1.6.
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Figure 3.13: Φ3(γ0) for strain sweeps with small and large γ0 in the ARES and measured in the RPA.
The dashed-line is an approximation of the relative phase for flow with no instabilities.
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3.3.2 Molecular weight dependence of non-linearities

In order to minimze the effects of flow instabilites on the resulting FT-Rheology data and
derive the material inherent non-linearity, which depends only on material properties such as
Mw and PDI , strain sweeps are applied with LAOS and FT-Rheology for all polystyrene
linear melts for γ0 < γ0,critical in the ARES. The resulting I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) are depicted in
fig. 3.14 and fig. 3.15, respectively. The experimental conditions for LAOS (ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz
and T = 180 ◦C) correspond to the flow region in the G′ and G′′ spectrum for polystyrenes
with Mw ≤ 110 kg/mol. Larger macromolecules with Ne > 6 exhibit a dominant elastic rheo-
logical behaviour at T = 180 ◦C. The excitation frequency ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz corresponds to the
rubbery plateau for this sample.

There is a clear dependence of the non-linear behaviour of the melts on molecular weight
(as quantified by Mw ) especially for Mw higher than ∼200 kg/mol. Entanglements become
an effective topological constrain in the non-linear flow of the polystyrene melts for Ne > 10,
at the specific experimental conditions. Larger and highly entangled macromolecules induce
non-linearities at smaller deformations and result in higher I3/1(γ0). The relative phase for
the linear polystyrenes, shown in fig. 3.15 posses no significant molecular weight dependence
for Mw < 110 kg/mol. For higher molecular weights Φ3(γ0) is between 120◦-160◦. However,
for strain amplitudes above a specific value, the phase experience a sudden decrease and this
observed γ0,critical decreases with increasing Mw . A material sheared with a strain amplitude
γ0,critical responds with a stress time signal of decaying amplitude. The shape of the periodic
signal is not significantly changing after some cycles, however the amplitude is decreasing
(fig. 3.16). This phenomenon is discussed in detail in chapter 5. It must be noted that, mea-
suring low molecular weight PS samples (e.g. PS41, PS57, PS78), the detected torque is very
low. The noise has a significant contribution to the recorded non-linearities, even with the
use of “oversampling”, thus the resulting I3/1 and Φ3 for these cases suffer from poor accu-
racy (see fig. 3.14, 3.17, 3.18). In order to measure non-linearities more accurately, one must
measure at γ0 > 3, which is not possible with the current experimental setup in the ARES
rheometer.

The non-linear behaviour of the polystyrene blends, quantified by FT-Rheology, is
presented in fig. 3.17 and 3.18. It is observed that a dilution of a high molecular weight
polystyrene melt with a linear component of a smaller Mw results in a reduction of the non-
linear behaviour of the sample and a shift of the critical strain amplitude to larger values.
Furthermore, when focusing in PSmix3 with a ∼50/50 weight ratio of PS41 and PS330, the
I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) are closer to the values of the pure high molecular weight component.
Thus, we can conclude that the non-linear behaviour is dominantly controlled and induced
from large highly entangled macromolecules. Nevertheless, the flow properties of such ma-
terials can be optimized by diluting them with short polymeric chains. These short macro-
molecules act in the polydisperse melt as plasticizers and can effectively reduce the occurring
non-linearities.
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detection limits

Figure 3.14: I3/1 at low and medium γ0, for linear monodisperse polystyrene melts. The LAOS con-
ditions, ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz and T = 180 ◦C, correspond to the flow region in the linear spectrum for PS
with Mw ≤ 110 kg/mol. For higher Mw , conditions correspond to the rubbery plateau in the linear
rheological spectrum.

Figure 3.15: Φ3(γ0) at low and medium γ0, for linear monodisperse polystyrene melts. The LAOS
conditions, ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz and T = 180 ◦C, correspond to the flow region in the linear spectrum for
PS with Mw ≤ 110 kg/mol. For higher Mw , conditions correspond to the rubbery plateau in the linear
response regime.
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Figure 3.16: LAOS stress signal for γ0 larger than the critical value, where a continuous increase in
I3/1(γ0) and a decrease in Φ3(γ0) is observed.

Figure 3.17: I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) at low and medium γ0, for binary blends PSmix1 and PSmix2, from
linear monodisperse PS41 and PS750. For the case of PS41, detection problems are encountered due
to its low molecular weight and viscosity.
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Figure 3.18: I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) at low and medium γ0, for binary blends PSmix3 and PSmix4, from
linear monodisperse PS41 and PS330. For the case of PS41, detection problems are encountered due
to its low molecular weight and viscosity.

3.3.3 Quantification of material non-linearity at low and medium strain amplitudes

The non-linear rheological behaviour of the linear polystyrenes is quantified via I3/1(γ0),
which can be fitted by simple empirical equations, in particular eq. 1.47 and 1.51. From
the investigated PS materials only PS100, PS330 and PS500 are commercial samples and
can be measured for γ0 up to 10. The available quantity of the samples except the above
is inadequate for LAOS with the RPA2000 apparatus (3.5 g - 4 g sample per measurement
needed), hence their non-linearity at very large strain amplitudes of typically γ0 > 3 is not
measured. Thus, eq. 1.51 is used to fit the resulting I3/1(γ0) at low and medium γ0 and corre-
late it to Mw . Furthermore, the effects from flow instabilities on the resulting FT-spectrum are
neglected in this analysis, allowing the quantification of the material inherent non-linearity.
The results of parameters D and C are depicted in fig. 3.19 as a function of Mw for linear
monodisperse polystyrene melts. Parameter D increases with increasing molecular weight,
for macromolecules containing more than 6 entanglements per chain. The values of C depart
from the theoretically predicted value and increase with increasing Mw for the highly entan-
gled melts (Ne > 6).

Generally, polydispersity increases I3/1(γ0), due to the presence of large macromolecules.
This can also be seen in the parameters derived from fitting the polydisperse linear samples:
PS134−1.97 (D = 0.005), PS168−2.69 (D = 0.006), PS744−1.8 (D = 0.170) compared to
monodisperse samples of similar Mw, PS110 (D = 0.001) and PS750 (D = 0.158), respec-
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tively. The effect of larger macromolecules is also seen in the blends: PSmix1, PSmix2,
PSmix3, PSmix4 in comparison with the monodisperse pure components (PS41, PS330 and
PS750). Both non-linear parameters increase by a broadening of the molecular weight distri-
bution, due to the presence of longer macromolecules in the polydisperse melt. Parameters D
and C can be decreased by a dilution of the melt with smaller chains. These macromolecules
of low molecular weight and entanglement number (in this case Ne ≈ 2) do not posses a strong
inherent non-linear character and additionally torque detection problems occur that influence
the measurement accuracy. However, short chains act as plasticizers, affect the relaxation
and dynamics of the longer chains and tend to decrease the non-linear behaviour of the high
molecular weight melts, as reflected in parameters D and C.

Figure 3.19: Parameters D and C, derived from fitting I3/1(γ0) at low and medium strain amplitudes.
Open symbols correspond to polydisperse samples. For PSmix, Mw is taken from the high molecular
weight component.

From fig. 3.19 one can derive an expression for the non-linearity as a function of Mw (in
kg/mol):

D = 1.9−8M2.5
w (3.1)
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The above equation fitts in a satisfactory manner non-linearities of linear monodisperse
polystyrenes with medium and high molecular weights (Mw > 100 kg/mol). A more elab-
orated equation can be derived to include polydispersity effects and if possible, topological
characteristics (branching content). Nevertheless, it is shown that the non-linear parameter for
low and medium γ0, D, has a general dependence on molecular weight of the form D ∝Mw

a,
where a = 2-3, for linear melts.

3.4 LAOS simulations for linear and branched polystyrene melts

Large amplitude oscillatory shear flow is simulated for the polystyrene samples presented
in Table 3.3. The resulting stress response is analysed in the same way as the experimental
torque signals, via FT-Rheology analysis. Although the samples are not of a pom-pom
topology (see fig. 1.1), we can use the DCPP model to describe the LAOS flow of these
branched materials. However, it must be noted that the molecular parameters related to
polymer architecture, q and λ/λs, must be considered as model parameters and not as
realistic topological features of the studied samples. For example, a comb with 30 side-arms
statistically distributed along a single backbone [Höfl 06, Roovers 79b] is not expected
to be successfully modelled via with respect to its rheological properties via a pom-pom
macromolecule with q = 15 (see 2.4).

Experimental measurements of linear rheological properties (G′, G′′, |η∗(ω)|),
as well as FT-Rheology data are reported by Höfl [Höfl 06] and Neidhöfer et
al. [Neidhöfer 03b, Neidhöfer 03a]. The linear parameters of the DCPP model, i.e. the
relaxation time, λi, and the shear modulus, Gi, of each mode are identified by fitting
experimental data of G′, G′′ and |η∗(ω)|. As an example, the fit of the polystyrene comb melt
C642 with a 4-mode DCPP model is presented in fig. 3.20.

3.4.1 Comparison between Giesekus and DCPP model for LAOS flow

As already mentioned, the Giesekus model has been utilized in the past to model LAOS flow
behaviour of polystyrene solutions [Neidhöfer 03b]. Thus, a comparison between the two
models for the case of linear and branched polystyrenes would be meaningful. In previ-
ous studies [Neidhöfer 03b, Neidhöfer 03a] predicted LAOS signals were analyzed via FT-
Rheology for sample PS250−41. The results from this study are compared with simulations
using the DCPP model. Both multi-mode constitutive equations can describe the linear prop-
erties and fit G′, G′′ and |η∗(ω)| experimental data. The resulting I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) of the
LAOS strain sweeps simulated with both models, as well as experimental data are depicted
in fig. 3.21 and 3.22. The flow modelling using both constitutive equation is according to the
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Fit with a 4-mode DCPP model

Experimental Data

Figure 3.20: Fit of linear rheological material properties of comb C642 solutions (see Table 3.3), by
a 4-mode differential DCPP model. Experimental data for G′, G′′ and |η∗(ω)| obtained by dynamic
oscillatory shear with TTS at a reference temperature T = 60◦C.

described method in chapter 2. For the Giesekus model, the non-linear parameter α is deter-
mined from the shear viscosity, as estimated by applying the Cox-Merz rule [Neidhöfer 03b].
Concerning the DCPP model, the number of arms was set to 1 for all modes (qi = 1 ) to ac-
count for the linear topology. The ratio of λi/λsi is generally proportional to the number of en-
tanglements (eq. 2.19) and takes values between 2 and 10. For the specific sample Neidhöfer
et al. [Neidhöfer 03b] estimates Ne ≈ 6, thus a low value of orientation/stretch relaxation
ratio, λi/λsi ≈ 2, is expected to best fit non-linear experimental data (see eq. 2.19). Addition-
ally, LAOS simulations are performed for a larger ratio, λi/λsi = 10, to estimate the effect of
the parameter in the non-linear behaviour of the linear polystyrene solution, as modeled by
DCPP.

The Giesekus model exhibits a good prediction of the non-linearities for the specific
LAOS flow. However, it overpredicts the relative phase, especially at low strain amplitudes.
The DCPP is found to correctly capture the evolution of the non-linearities and the relative
phase with increasing strain amplitude. The λi/λsi ratio must be properly adjusted for the
model with qi = 1 to fit the non-linear behaviour of a linear polystyrene solution at a broad
range of deformations, with minimum deviation from experimental FT-Rheology data.

Subsequently, both models are validated with respect to their predicting capability for
LAOS flow of a branched polystyrene melt, in particularly PSH2 (see Table 3.3). The specific
sample is an H-shaped polystyrene melt (see fig. 1.1) and can be considered as a pom-pom
with two arms at each end of the backbone. Thus, for the DCPP model, parameter qi can
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Figure 3.21: Predicted I3/1(γ0) for linear solution PS250−41 for LAOS with ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz, at T =
48.5 ◦C.

Figure 3.22: Predicted Φ3(γ0) for linear solution PS250−41 for LAOS with ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz, at T =
48.5 ◦C.
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be taken equal to 2. The backbone has a molecular weight corresponding to an average of
Ne = 2.5 entanglements. Taking into account eq. 2.19, low λi/λsi are expected to better fit
the resulting non-linearities. This specific ratio is kept constant for all modes as illustrated in
fig. 3.23. For the simulations with the multi-mode Giesekus model the same number of modes
is used and the non-linear parameters, αi, are determined by fitting the shear-rate dependent
viscosity after the application of the Cox-Merz rule. Parameters for both models are given in
Table 3.4.

DCPP Giesekus
modes λi (s) Gi (Pa) qi λi/λsi λi (s) ηi (Pa.s) αi

1 1 2,008 2 1-10 1 1 0.2
2 0.1 36,122 2 1-10 0.1 100 0.63
3 0.01 80,820 2 1-10 0.01 10000 0.303
4 0.0004 283,000 2 1-10 0.0004 100000 0.2

Table 3.4: Parameters for the multi-mode models DCPP and Giesekus. The relaxation times, λi,
moduli, Gi, viscosity factors, ηi and non-linear parameters, αi, where selected on the basis of linear
oscillatory shear data.

Simulation results for three different ratios of orientation to stretch characteristic times
(λi/λsi) for the DCPP are compared with those from the Giesekus model. Experimental data
are also shown for the PSH2 melt in fig. 3.23. Measurements and simulations are performed
at T = 180 ◦C.

The Giesekus model predicts lower I3/1(γ0) and the phase Φ3 is 10◦ - 20◦ higher than the
experimental data for this PS H-shaped melt. For the DCPP model, one can clearly see the de-
pendence of the non-linearities and phases on the relaxation mechanism. When the “pom-pom
macromolecule” relaxes mainly with orientation and less via backbone stretching process, in
other words when λi/λsi is high and approaches the upper limit of 10, the non-linearities in-
crease significantly for a large range of strain deformations.

Simulation for the same sample are also performed to couple experimental FT-Rheology
data derived from a wide range of Deborah numbers. The De number is defined as in chap-
ter 1. Within this chapter, λT = τ is the relaxation time used and corresponds to the inverse of
the minimum ω where tan δ = 1. The results are presented in fig. 3.24. It is worth mentioning
that the number of modes used is limited and in this case is equal to four. For a high number
of DCPP modes the problem becomes ill-posed to the high number of adjustable parameters
[Clemeur 04, Inkson 99]. On the other hand, if the linear spectrum covers a wide range of
frequencies (for the case of PSH2 more than 8 decades) a low number of modes is not ade-
quate to correctly fit G′ and G′′, for the whole range of ω. Thus, data at very high frequencies,
or respectively low temperatures and respectively high De are poorly fitted concerning their
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Figure 3.23: Predicted I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) and experimental data for H-shaped melt PSH2. LAOS
performed with ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz, at T = 180 ◦C. The ratio λi/λsi is changed for each simulated strain
sweep with the DCPP model.

linear properties. Hence, the DCPP model predictions would fail to predict the non-linear
behaviour at high De for this case.

3.4.2 Simulation of LAOS flow for comb-like polystyrene solutions

The effects of the branch number and branch length in the non-linear behaviour, as analyzed
via FT-Rheology, can be separated and a clear estimation can be derived in the case of well-
characterized branched samples. For this reason, we present results from LAOS simulations
for polystyrene combs (in solution and in melt state) with a well defined architecture. Details
about the studied materials as well as experimental FT-Rheology and linear rheological results
are provided by Höfl [Höfl 06].

All samples are anionically synthesized, monodisperse and contain a specific number of
side-arms of the same length. The synthetic route results in monodisperse molecular weight
of the backbone, as well as molecular weights of each arm. Due to the excellent control of the
reaction that the anionic polymerization method provides, no differences in topology between
macromolecules of the same sample are expected, or other defects like branches on branches.
However, with the synthetic technique presented by Roovers [Roovers 79b] and discussed also
by Neidhöfer [Neidhöfer 03a] and Höfl [Höfl 06], the distribution of the side-chains along the
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Figure 3.24: Predicted I3/1 and Φ3 and experimental data as a function of Deborah number for H-
shaped melt PSH2. LAOS experiments performed by Neidhöfer [Neidhöfer 03a]. In all measurements
and simulations γ0 = 1.

backbone is unknown. In this case, these chains are grafted in a random manner on the back-
bone and it cannot be estimated whether there is a high density of side-arms at the backbone
ends (approaching a pom-pom architecture) or a more orderly distributed branching.

The samples C642, C732 and C742 are solutions with∼30 side-arms. Sample C642 has
a shorter backbone (Mb = 275 kg/mol) in comparison with the C732 and C742 which consist
of a backbone nearly three times larger (860 kg/mol). However, C642 and C742 have longer
side-arms, with Ma = 47 kg/mol, almost of double length as the branches of C732 (Ma = 25.7
kg/mol). In fig. 3.25 the loss and storage moduli for the above samples, along with the fits with
the DCPP multi-mode model are presented. One can clearly see the effect of a longer back-
bone which shifts the crossover point of G′ and G′′ to lower frequencies. A three times longer
backbone results in an approximately 25 times decreased crossover frequency (ωcrossover,C742

≈ ωcrossover,C642/25). For the same backbone length and number of arms (Narms ≈ 30), a dou-
ble side-arms length decreases significantly the elastic character of the linear behaviour for
these combs (samples C732, C742). The PS sample with the longer backbone, for which the
rubbery plateau is in the studied frequency range, no second crossover between the rubbery
and the glass regime is observed. Instead, the storage and loss moduli increase in a parallel
manner at very high frequencies, due to the relaxation of the side-arms. This process is faster
than the relaxation of the backbone and more pronounced for C742, which has side-arms of a
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higher average entanglement number, Ne ∼ 2.6. Shorter arms are less entangled and thus less
rheologically effective (for C732, Ne ≈ 1.4). These features can be captured by the multi-
mode DCPP model for the linear regime and are demonstrated by the quality of the fits for G′

and G′′.
In fig. 3.26 we present the experimentally derived I3/1 as a function of De along with the

Figure 3.25: Fit of linear rheological material properties of polystyrene comb solutions C642, C732,
C742, by a 4-mode differential DCPP model. Experimental data for G′, G′′ and |η∗(ω)| obtained by
dynamic oscillatory shear referenced to a temperature of T = 60◦C. Experimental data from S. Höfl
[Höfl 06]

non-linearities predicted from LAOS simulations with the DCPP, for several sets of non-linear
parameters, qi and λi/λsi. All LAOS measurements and simulations are performed under a
strain amplitude of γ0 = 1. A dependence of the non-linear behaviour on the molecular param-
eters of the DCPP model is found, especially for De < 1. The model can qualitatively predict
the evolution of the non-linearities for low De numbers where the material has a dominant
viscous character, and high De where the elastic behaviour is more pronounced. A minimum
in I3/1 is experimentally observed for De = 6 for C742, which is also predicted by the LAOS
simulations (at De = 4). However, one can observe that generally Narms is not directly equal
to parameter q of the DCPP model. In particularly, a comb with N side-arms is not necessar-
ily described successfully with a blend of “pom-pom” molecules with q = N/2 arms at each
backbone end, due to the difference between real and model topology. Additionally, the use of
several modes to fit experimental data for a wide range of frequencies implies polydispersity
of the polystyrene macromolecules, something not consistent with the investigated material. It
must be pointed out that qi must be considered as a model parameter and correlated to branch-
ing degree. However, it should not be regarded as the exact number of branches grafted in the
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backbone, since the comb structure is analyzed as being a pom-pom with different number of
arms. Finally the characteristic time ratio λi/λsi, according to eq. 2.19, should be generally
low, considering the fact that the average number of entanglements per molecule is low. The
samples are polymer solutions of c ≈ 30 wt % (in DOP) [Roovers 79b].

Similar results are derived from the analysis of the relative phase, Φ3 for the two comb so-
lutions. For the case of C742, the DCPP model can follow the evolution of the non-linearities
and the phases qualitatively better than for C732. This can be attributed in the small arm
length of C732, which corresponds to a low number of entanglements and thus rheologically
less effective. Considering the above, one can summarize that the DCPP can qualitatively pre-
dict the non-linear behaviour of polystyrene combs for a wide range of De. The differences
between experimental results and simulations can be minimized by a proper parameter selec-
tion, taking into account the different concept between a solution described with a blend of
“pom-pom” molecules and a monodisperse comb-like solution.

Figure 3.26: Predicted I3/1 and experimental data as a function of Deborah number for polystyrene
comb solutions C732 and C742. Both samples have a backbone of 860 kg/mol. Sample C732 has
side-chains with half the length of the side-chains in C742. LAOS experiments performed by Dr. S.
Höfl [Höfl 06]. In all measurements and LAOS simulations γ0 = 1.
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Figure 3.27: Predicted Φ3 and experimental data as a function of Deborah number for polystyrene
comb solutions C732 and C742. Both have a backbone of 860 kg/mol. Sample C732 has side-chains
with half the length of the side-chains in C742. LAOS experiments performed by Dr. S. Ḧofl [Höfl 06].
In all measurements and simulations γ0 = 1.

3.4.3 Application of LAOS flow simulation with the DCPP model on polystyrene comb-
like melts

In the previous paragraph the performance of the DCPP model for predicting LAOS flow of
polystyrene solutions was presented. However, for the case of polymer melts, the capability
of DCPP to describe the non-linear behaviour may differ. In the absence of solvent, the
entanglement number per chain increases. The effect of the topological constrains, permanent
(branches), or temporary physical entanglements is more drastic. A linear monodisperse
polystyrene melt of Mw = 470 kg/mol is studied in order to assess the non-linear behaviour
of the DCPP model for simple topologies. The predicted intensity of the 3rd harmonic,
along with the corresponding relative phase and the experimental data are presented in
fig. 3.28. The DCPP succeeds in describing the non-linear behaviour of a linear melt and
the dependence of I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) on the relaxation mechanism is demonstrated. The
ratio λi/λsi is the only parameter varied since qi is set equal to 1, in order to account for the
linear topology. Furthermore, a large value for λi/λsi (= 10) is needed to account for the high
molecular weight of the studied PS470, which corresponds to Mw /Me = 26. This is also in
agreement with eq. 2.19.

The modelled comb-like melts were already experimentally studied via FT-Rheology
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Figure 3.28: Predicted I3/1, Φ3 and corresponding experimental data as a function of strain amplitude
for linear polystyrene melt PS470. LAOS is performed with ωi/2π = 0.1 Hz at T = 180 ◦C.

[Höfl 06], namely samples C622 and C722. The study of comb melts is generally more
complicated compared to solutions. Branches are more drastic as permanent obstacles in the
reptation and relaxation of the backbone, according to the tube theory [Doi 79, McLeish 98].
Additionally, normal forces are prominent for the case of melts with high molecular weight
(Mw ,total = 624 kg/mol and 1190 kg/mol for C622 and C722, respectively) and the flow
instabilities that take place at large deformations limit the range of γ0 and De that can be
experimentally accessed for small sample quantities.

The DCPP model concerns the prediction of rheological behaviour for a “pom-
pom” molecule. This architecture is of course different than a monodisperse comb melt and
the model parameters must not be considered as real topological characteristics. However,
Daniels et al. [Daniels 01] suggested that a similar time scale separation of relaxation
times for the backbone and the arms can exist for the combs, as for H-shaped or pom-pom
architectures. Nevertheless, the arm distribution on the backbone can produce novel and
significantly different rheological response in combs, compared to pom-pom molecules.
The points where the friction to the free reptation of the comb backbone (branch points)
is concentrated, are distributed along the chain, rather than for a pom-pom where these
obstacles are at the two backbone ends.

In this paragraph, results are presented for two polystyrene comb melts, C622 and C722.
Both contain the same number of branches (Narms ≈ 30), of the same length (Ma ≈ 11.7
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kg/mol). However, C622 has a three times shorter backbone than C722, corresponding to
a much higher branching density, defined as NarmsMa/Mb [Höfl 06]. In all cases, Ma < 18
kg/mol, hence the side-arms are expected to have one entanglement maximum. However,
there is an effect on the dynamics of the macromolecule by the presence of branch points,
statistically distributed on the backbone. In fig. 3.29 the linear rheological properties of two
combs are presented, along with the fits from the multi-mode DCPP model for each case.
A second relaxation process is observed at high frequencies (ω > 100 rad/s) which can be
attributed to the relaxation of arms [Höfl 06]. This additional relaxation of the branches can
be the reason for the form of G′ and G′′ at the high frequencies, where both moduli increase
in a parallel manner. No distinct crossover from the rubbery to the glassy zone of the linear
spectrum is observed experimentally. Furthermore, the high molecular weight of C722 is the
reason for the shift of the flow terminal zone (tan δ > 1) at very low frequencies (ω < 0.01
rad/s), where the rheological properties cannot be measured with the current experimental
setup. Hence, in the studied frequency range a dominant elastic behaviour is expected from
C722.

A 6-mode DCPP model is chosen to model the linear and non-linear rheological
behaviour of the comb-like melts. The topology of the melts being a comb and with the
conclusions derived from the study of polystyrene solutions, a low number of side arms is
chosen, qi = 4, for both cases since the Narms is the same for C622 and C722. The ratio λi/λsi

is chosen considering that ∼30 arms are grafted in a three times longer backbone for the
case of C722, in comparison with C622. Using eq. 2.19 and the suggestion by Inkson et al.
[Inkson 99], a larger ratio of orientation/stretch relaxation mechanism for the backbone can
be assumed for C722 than for C622, due to the lower branch density of the first. The linear
rheological properties of C622 are well fitted. However, for sample C722 due to the absence
of a G′-G′′ crossover point the fit of the experimental data with the multi-mode DCPP model
is poor and does not properly capture the dominant elastic behaviour of the material in the
linear regime. Due to this problematic determination of the linear properties of the DCPP, a
deviation between linear experimental and simulated properties is expected in the non-linear
rheological behaviour, i.e. I3/1 and Φ3.

Subsequently LAOS flow is simulated for a range of strain amplitudes, 0.1 < γ0 < 2.5,
and the resulting stress time signal is analyzed via FT-Rheology. The same procedure is
followed for the LAOS simulations performed for the melts as for the solutions (see above
paragraph). All strain sweeps are with the same excitation frequency, ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz and
at a temperature of 180 ◦C. In fig. 3.30 the resulting I3/1 for both melts is presented as a
function of strain amplitude. The relative phases for both samples are shown in fig. 3.31.
The non-linearities of both comb melts are successfully predicted with the DCPP model.
The predicted phases have a difference of up to 25◦ from the experimental Φ3. However, the
model succeeds to discriminate between the two different topologies and shows an increased
Φ3(γ0) for the sample with the longer backbone and the lower branching density, in agreement
to experimental results.
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However, both the theoretically predicted and the experimentally measured I3/1(γ0)

Figure 3.29: Fit of linear rheological material properties of polystyrene comb melts C622, C722 by
a 6-mode differential DCPP model. Experimental data for G′, G′′ and |η∗(ω)| obtained by dynamic
oscillatory shear at a reference temperature T = 180◦C [Höfl 06]. The poor fit of the moduli for C722
is due to the absence of crossoverpoints in the spectrum.

do not significantly differ between the two samples. Sample C622 has a high branching
density which can result in a highly non-linear behaviour. In particular, it contains 30 arms
in a backbone of 275 kg/mol, which corresponds to ∼10 arms/1000 monomers, while for
C722 a ∼4 arms/1000 monomers branching content can be estimated. Shorter relaxation
times attributed to branches are found for C722 by Roovers and Graessley [Roovers 81] in
comparison with C622. The authors suggested that the larger branch spacing of C722 (lower
branch density) may provide greater possibility for local cooperation between backbone and
branches. Daniels et al. [Daniels 01] additionally state that the effective friction of a comb,
taking into account the tube model, varies with the arm number, Narms , and not the backbone
length (especially for combs with a high Narms ). If the friction can be considered as one
reason for a highly non-linear rheological behaviour, then one can explain the underestimation
of non-linearities for both comb melts by the DCPP model, since the friction in a pom-pom
molecule is concentrated at the two branch points. This is in contrast with the case of combs
with a distribution of these friction points (possibly responsible for non-linear behaviour)
along the backbone.

However, sample C722 has a total Mw two times higher than C622. In the study of linear
polystyrene melts, it was shown that the non-linear behaviour depends strongly on Mw and
specifically, a presence of material with high Mw causes an increase in I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0)
(see fig. 3.14, 3.15). A possible explanation for the similarly high non-linearity of the two
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combs is that it is a result of two factors, the total molecular weight which leads to highly
elastic behaviour and the number of branches per monomer, in other words the branching
density. A better discrimination can possibly be achieved when comparing the samples for
the same De, or accordingly the same tan δ, where both have the same dominantly viscous,
or dominantly elastic flow behaviour.

Another important point is the length of the side-arms with respect to the entaglement
molecular weight (Me = 18 kg/mol), which corresponds to Ma /Me ≤ 1. This means that
the specific arms are unentangled or contain maximum one entanglement. Thus, they can
relax in a much faster timescale than the backbone, as described also in the Pom-pom model
[McLeish 98]. The effect of these short branches on the rheological behaviour of the sample
is not simple. They act as topological constrains for the reptation of the backbone due to the
existence of multiple branch points in the backbone, since their length is comparable with the
tube diameter. However, we can assume that due to their Rouse-like relaxation process they
act also as plasticizers for the macromolecule [Inkson 99, McLeish 98].

In order to elucidate differences of the non-linear rheological behaviour of the two stud-

Figure 3.30: Predicted I3/1(γ0) for polystyrene comb melts C622, and C722. LAOS performed with
ω1/2π at T = 180 ◦C. Experimental data at the same conditions [Höfl 06].

ied comb melts, measurement and simulations are performed for conditions corresponding
to different De numbers. The resulting I3/1 and Φ3 as a function of De for the combs C622
and C722 are presented in fig. 3.32 and 3.33 along with the predicted values from the DCPP
model.

The comb with the lower branch density and higher total Mw C722, has a relatively
stable I3/1(De) and agreement is found between measured and predicted data. The predicted
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Figure 3.31: Predicted Φ3(γ0) for polystyrene comb melts C622, and C722. LAOS performed with
ω1/2π at T = 180 ◦C. Experimental data at the same conditions [Höfl 06].

Figure 3.32: Measured and predicted I3/1(De) for polystyrene comb melts C622, and C722. LAOS
performed with γ0 = 1. Large differences between predictions and experimental data may be due to
the utilized open-rim geometry, e.g. high normal forces, meniscus distortions [Ḧofl 06].
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Figure 3.33: Measured and predicted Φ3(De) for polystyrene comb melts C622, and C722. LAOS
performed with γ0 = 1. Large differences between predictions and experimental data may be due to
the utilized open-rim geometry, e.g. high normal forces, meniscus distortions [Ḧofl 06].

Φ3(De) are between 150-170◦C for a broad range of Deborah numbers and close to the
experimentally measured phases. Only at De > 104 a drop of the Φ3 is experimentally
observed and not captured by the DCPP model. For the case of C622 with the higher branch
density, the DCPP does not fit the measured decrease of the nonlinearities for increasing
elastic character of the flow (increasing De) and predicts a relatively stable I3/1(De) instead.
However, the experimental data suffer from low reproducibility for the specific case of melts
[Höfl 06]. This can account for the large differences between the predictions from LAOS
simulation, especially in the region of dominant elastic behaviour for the C622.

It would be meaningful to study well-defined comb structures with longer side-arms, in
order to elucidate the effect of arm entanglement and relaxation in the non-linear rheological
behaviour of polymer melts. Samples available that could fulfill this condition are the already
studied solutions, C732, C742 and C642. However, they are diluted in solvent and their
number of entanglements is therefore dramatically reduced. Additionally, the interactions
with the solvent may need to be taken into account. Hence, the conclusions derived from
the study of model-samples in solutions are not binding for the case of melts, for which the
rheological behaviour can differ significantly.



Chapter 4

Detection and quantification of long-chain
branching in industrial polyethylenes

4.1 Application on industrial polydisperse polyethylene melts of differ-
ent topologies

4.1.1 Long-chain branching in industrial polyethylene-short literature review

The controlled size and distribution of sparse long-chain branching (LCB) is crucial for the
industrial processing of polyolefines and in particular polyethylene. Although polyethylenes
with linear topology and low polydispersity posses desirable physical properties, they often
suffer from poor processability [Janzen 99, Fetters 99, Read 01]. The introduction of LCB
into the polymer affects its rheological behaviour and its end-use properties [Gabriel 99].
This enhanced processability originates from LCB where the side-chain length exceeds the
entanglement length. Long-chain branched polyethylenes present increased melt strength
and shear-thinning behaviour compared to linear low-density polyethylenes (LLDPE).
Short-chain branching (SCB) dominantly affects the morphology and solid-state properties of
semi-crystalline polymers, in particular crystallinity. It is well established that LCB increases
viscosity and shear-thinning behaviour under shear flow (with respect to the slope of the
shear-rate dependent viscosity at high shear rates) and strain hardening under elongation flow
[Münstedt 98, Vega 98, Lohse 02, Malmberg 02]. Consequently, characterization techniques
are needed that can detect sparse LCB content (e.g. 0.1 LCB/1000 CH2) and distinguish short
(Mbranch < Me) and long (Mbranch > Me) branched structures.

Bersted [Bersted 85] studied the effects of very low LCB levels (calculated as low as
0.01 LCB/1000 CH2) on the rheological behaviour of high density (HDPE) and low density
polyethylenes (LDPE). Long-chain branching was introduced by peroxide decomposition,
thermal-mechanical degradation and free radical polymerization. The author observed large

84
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variations of the zero-shear viscosity, η0, with the degree of branching and related them to the
relative amount of linear and branched species. An increase in η0 with increasing branching
up to a maximum of 0.25 LCB/1000 CH2, as measured by 13C nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), was observed for PE samples with Mw ≈ 120-130 kg/mol. This maximum value
of η0 was rationalized as the result of two competing effects: the increase in amount of
high-viscosity branched species, at low LCB content, and the reduction of the mean square
gyration radius, at high LCB. The LCB content corresponding to a maximum η0 was shifted to
higher LCB/1000 CH2 with increasing molecular weight. Vega et al. [Vega 98] used a shear
thinning index (scaling exponent) from the Briedis and Faitel’son equation [Briedis 76] for
quantifying the severity of the shear-rate viscosity dependence. The shear thinning parameter
increases (from 0.5 for a linear PE to 0.75) with the severity of pseudoplasticity, and thus
reflects the change in polydispersity, molecular weight and LCB content. Increased flow
activation energy, Ea, of LCB samples up to Ea ≈ 40 kJ/mol was observed, while linear PE
of same SCB degree had Ea ≈ 30 kJ/mol. It was shown that pseudoplasticity and activation
energy depend on the length and concentration of branches. The distribution of branch
length and LCB concentration was found to be an additional factor affecting pseudoplasticity
and activation energy [Mavridis 92, Vega 98]. However, Vega et al. [Vega 98] stated that
polydispersity masks the effects of LCB on the onset of shear thinning and flow activation
energy. The same authors used dynamic and capillary extrusion rheometry, gel-permeation
chromatography (GPC) and 13C NMR for characterising metallocene-catalysed LDPE and
HDPE. Lower Newtonian viscosities and higher critical shear rate γ̇ (shear thinning onset)
were observed for PE with high LCB, as compared to linear samples of the same molecular
weight. The authors concluded that the molecular parameters as obtained by GPC and 13C
NMR are not sufficient to categorize samples into linear, low LCB (typically 0.1 LCB/1000
CH2) and high LCB (typically 1 LCB/1000 CH2), thus additional characterization is needed.

Yan et al. [Yan 99] measured rheological properties of PE with LCB as low as 0.044
LCB/1000 CH2, as measured by 13C NMR. The authors concluded that sparse branched
structures resulted in higher viscosities at low shear rates, and lower viscosities at high
shear rates. Additionally, increased LCB lead to longer rheological relaxation times and
lower ratios of loss to storage moduli, tan δ= G′′/G′, at the terminal zone. Wood-Adams and
Dealy [Wood-Adams 00] determined molecular weight distribution and quantified the level
of branching in PE produced by a constant geometry catalyst. For this purpose, complex
viscosity plotted against frequency combined with GPC and NMR were used. Results showed
that an increase of the molecular weight distribution as quantified by the polydispersity index
(PDI) and an increase of branching have similar effects on η0.

Polyethylenes with well-defined variations in LCB and topology (linear, stars, combs,
H-shaped) were investigated by Lohse et al. [Lohse 02]. The type of branched structure
was described using the following variables: functionality of branching point (tri-, tetra-
functional), branch length, separation between branches per backbone and the distribution
of all the above. The authors concluded that polymers with a single or multiple branches
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per chain show experimentally a greater degree of shear thinning than linear chains.
Only multiple branched molecules exhibited extensional thickening. A small amount of
comb-like molecules in the polymer on the order of 5% could induce this effect. The
characterization of LCB polyethylene by creep recovery, dynamic mechanical measure-
ments and elongation flow has been extensively investigated by Münstedt and coworkers
[Laun 78, Münstedt 81, Gabriel 98, Gabriel 99, Gabriel 02, Malmberg 02, Münstedt 98].
Münstedt and Laun [Münstedt 81] already reported a strong correlation between elongational
viscosity and molecular structure of LDPE, namely polydispersity and CH3/1000 CH2

content, following the method presented by the authors earliear [Laun 78]. Gabriel et al.
[Gabriel 02] measured SCB and LCB mPE with 0.12 LCB/1000 CH2 as determined by 13C
NMR. Malmberg et al. [Malmberg 02] quantified LCB degree using the fraction of LCB junc-
tion points calculated according to the method of Janzen and Colby [Janzen 99] as a branching
parameter. Samples with a minimum relative LCB content of 9.7×10−7 (as determined by the
above method) were measured in this study. Elongation experiments demonstrated the strain
hardening for LCB polyethylene. Dynamic mechanical measurements were also performed
from the rubbery plateau region to the transition zone. The main focus was in the use of zero
shear viscosity, η0, and the radius of gyration, as two relevant parameters to differentiate linear
from branched polyethylenes. In their study radius of gyration was measured by multi-angle
laser light-scattering (MALLS). Trinkle et al. [Trinkle 01, Trinkle 02] investigated the LCB
content by using the so-called van Gurp-Palmen plots. This method consists of plotting the
phase lag δ of the stress response in an oscillatory shear measurement plotted against the
absolute values of the complex modulus | G∗ |. This type of analysis is currently widely used
for detecting LCB [Fleury 04, Lohse 02, Malmberg 02, Trinkle 01, Trinkle 02, Vega 99].
Additionally, the δ versus G∗ plot was combined with the molecular weight distribution to
create and algorithm that can classify polydisperse branched polymers according to their
topology [Schulze 05].

From the above review, one can argue that a large part of the research on the rheological
properties of LCB polyethylene focused mainly on the linear viscoelastic regime. However,
non-linear mechanical conditions are most common in polymer processing. The application
of large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) is a simple method to characterize and quantify
the non-linear regime [Cho 05, Gamota 93, Giacomin 98, Hyun 02], as already discussed
in the previous chapters. Within this chapter, FT-Rheology is applied to study industrial
polyethylenes. The intensity In/1 and phase Φn of the higher harmonics are afterwards
correlated with structural and rheological properties. Fleury et al. [Fleury 04] used FT-
Rheology for characterizing LCB in a wide set of polyethylene topologies and compared it
with what they define as chain orientation/relaxation experiments and GPC. When comparing
linear and branched industrial polyethylenes, distinct differences were seen between the
relative intensities and phases of the higher harmonics in the FT-spectrum, indicating that
FT-Rheology is sensitive to LCB.

Large amplitude oscillatory shear flow of linear HDPE melts has been investigated using
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the Giesekus constitutive model by Debbaut and Burhin [Debbaut 02]. The FT-Rheology
method was applied for both experimental measurements and simulations. This work
demonstrated the applicability of FT-Rheology and LAOS in combination with viscoelastic
simulation for the study of industrial polyethylene materials. However, as already discussed
in chapter 2 and demonstrated in chapter 3, the Giesekus model does not include any
parameter explicitly related to the molecular architecture, which could be appropriate for
modelling polyolefines with branched topologies.

In chapter 2 and specifically in paragraph 2.2 there is an introduction to LAOS simula-
tions and a literature review on the use of constitutive models to describe flow of polymer
melts with complicated architecture. Thus, in the present chapter the results of the application
of the method introduced in chapter 2 will be directly presented, concerning the finite element
simulations, as for the case of PS combs studied in chapter 3.

Furthermore Schlatter et al. [Schlatter 05] utilized the Cole-Cole plots complementary to
FT-Rheology to asses the polymer architecture of industrial PE. The Cole-Cole plot consists
of plotting the loss viscosity, η ′′, against the storage viscosity η ′, both derived from frequency
sweep measurements in the linear regime. The shape of the resulting curve is affected by the
molecular weight distribution and the presence of LCB.

It must be noted that in the present thesis the work of Fleury et al. [Fleury 04] and
Schlatter et al. [Schlatter 05] is extended in several ways. First, shear-strain γ0 up to 10 is
applied in two specific setups where excitation frequencies vary between 0.01 Hz and 5 Hz. In
order to achieve this, the results from the two rheometers, ARES and RPA2000, are combined.
The latter allows a very stable response even at very high γ0 due to the closed double-cone
geometry. Higher sensitivity is achieved for both rheometers by applying the oversampling
technique in combination with a low torque transducer [Hilliou 04, Wilhelm 99]. Due to
the wide range of experimental conditions, optimum measurement conditions for detecting
LCB in industrial PE are evaluated. This optimisation includes excitation frequency, applied
strain amplitude, temperature and geometries for LAOS. The analysis via FT-Rheology
variables I3/1, Φ3 and the relative phase at low strains, Φ0

3 (limγ0→0Φ3), with respect to the
ability to differentiate between branching topologies is also included. To further extend
the work of Schlatter et al. [Schlatter 05], higher molecular weight industrial polyethylene
samples are investigated. The effect of normal forces which are prominent in this case, can
be minimized using the closed cavity geometry of the RPA2000 rheometer. The samples vary
in terms of branching topology, i.e. linear, SCB and LCB, comonomer content, molecular
weight and molecular weight distribution and they consist of linear low-density (LDPE),
high-density (HDPE) and metallocene-catalyzed (mLDPE) polyethylenes (see fig. 1.1 for
possible topologies).
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4.1.2 Investigated materials

Fifteen samples are investigated. Eleven industrial polyethylenes are supplied by TOTAL,
Feluy Belgium, while four polyethylenes are provided by Prof. Münstedt, Institute of Poly-
mer Materials, Erlangen Germany. The latter consist of two industrial samples referred to as
mLLDPE and LCBmLLDPE in the present thesis, respectively correspond to mLLDPE4 and
mLLDPE3 in Gabriel and Münstedt [Gabriel 99] and two linear metallocene polyethylenes
L114−16 and L120−2 respectively correspond to C2 and C3 in the work of Stadler et
al. [Stadler 05]. The nomenclature used consists of the topology, the Mw and the PDI of
the sample.

For measurements on the ARES rheometer, melt sample disks of 13 mm diameter and
1 mm thickness are pressed, at 150 ◦C and 20 bars in a Weber hydraulic press under vacuum.
All measurements are performed under a nitrogen atmosphere to prevent sample oxidation.
Although no special sample treatment is needed for the RPA apparatus, it should be noted that
3.5 g - 4 g of sample are needed for each experiment.

4.1.3 Application of SAOS and LAOS

In order to quantify the linear regime, linear viscoelastic properties are measured for all
samples, between 120 ◦C and 180 ◦C. For the investigated polyethylenes a comparison
between the open-rim ARES geometry and RPA2000 shows a deviation of less than 5% for
tan δ. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show, as an example, the storage and loss moduli at T = 180 ◦C for
two linear and three branched samples.

Subsequently, LAOS is applied in order to study the non-linear regime. Figure 4.3
illustrates a typical stress time signal for a LCB sample from LAOS experiments performed
at 0.1 Hz and γ0 = 10. Fourier transformation is then applied and the resulting spectrum is
shown in fig. 4.4, where the higher odd harmonic at 9ω1/2π is still approximately a factor of
10 above the noise level. The measured I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) for a linear (mLLDPE) at 0.6 Hz
and 180 ◦C and a branched (LCBmLLDPE) at 0.012 Hz and T = 180 ◦C (both at tan δ = 5),
are displayed in fig. 4.5. The strain amplitude range is the maximum possible applied in our
experimental setup and is achieved by combining the overlapping results from ARES and
RPA2000 rheometers, as demonstrated in fig. 3.12 and 3.13.

All investigated melts are induced in LAOS with strain sweep measurements
undertaken for 0.5 < γ0 < 10. The results show an influence of the molecular weight and
molecular weight distribution on the non-linear behaviour of the studied polyethylenes.
Generally high molecular weight samples exhibit higher non-linearities, as already seen for
polystyrene model systems in chapter 3. Thus, in order to see the influence of LCB on I3/1

and Φ3, samples of similar Mw and PDI are compared. Figure 4.6 depicts I3/1 and Φ3 for
LAOS at 0.1 Hz and 180 ◦C, for samples with PDI ≈ 2.
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Figure 4.1: Storage and loss moduli, G′ and G′′, for linear polyethylenes L1−117−5.1 and branched
L2−SCB−103−4.2 at T = 180 ◦C.

Figure 4.2: Storage and loss moduli, G′ and G′′, for LCB samples LSCB1−71−2.3, LCB2−234−15.6
and LCB6−206−18 at T = 180 ◦C.
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Figure 4.3: Stress response time signal, for LCBmLLDPE under LAOS with ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz, γ0 = 10
at T = 180 ◦C.

Figure 4.4: Fourier-Transform spectrum for LCBmLLDPE under LAOS with ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz, γ0 = 10
at T = 180 ◦C.
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Samples Mw Mw/Mn comonomer Est. topology LCB+SCB
top.−Mw−PDI (kg/mol) >C4/1000 CH2

L114−16 114 16.0 no Linear -
mLLDPE 116 1.9 butene Linear -

L1−117−5.1 117 5.1 no Linear 0.0
L120−2 120 2.0 no Linear -

SCB2−59−2.1 59 2.1 yes SCB 4.5
SCB1−100−2.7 100 2.7 yes SCB 2.1

mPEmix0 135 2.0 octene Linear-SCB 66.3
L2-SCB−103−4.2 103 4.2 butene Linear-SCB 22.1
LSCB1−71−2.3 71 2.3 octene LCB and SCB 18.9
LCBmLLDPE 94 2.1 octene LCB-SCB 25.2

LCB1−123−7.1 123 7.1 no LCB 0.2
LCB4−145−8.6 145 8.6 yes LCB-low SCB 0.8
LCB3−199−19 199 19.0 very low LCB-low SCB 0.5
LCB6−206−18 206 18.0 yes LCB-low SCB 0.9

LCB5−210−20.4 210 20.4 yes LCB- low SCB 0.6
LCB2−234−15.6 234 15.6 very low LCB 0.5

Table 4.1: Investigated polyethylene samples.Weight-average molecular weight, Mw and polydisper-
sity, Mw/Mn , as given by GPC. Estimation about topology and presence of comonomer is given. Level
of LCB + SCB(>C 4)/1000 CH2 is measured by melt-state 13C NMR for all samples. It is the total
number of all branches (SCB and LCB) of 4 carbons side-chain and longer and thus representing an
upper limit of LCB. No NMR results are given for L114−16, mLLDPE and L120−2.

The PE samples shown in fig. 4.6 have narrow and comparable molecular weight
distributions. Polyethylenes containing LCB exhibit marked non-linearities (I3/1) over the
entire range of studied strain amplitude (also for γ0 < 3, see fig. 4.7). The relative phases
(Φ3) are converging to a common plateau at high strain amplitudes. The differences observed
between linear and LCB are still larger than the reproducibility range of the measurements
and the same trends are found for samples of a higher PDI and Mw , as can be seen in fig. 4.8.

A comparison of FT-Rheology results between linear, SCB and LCB is made for
samples with similar Mw but varying PDI. Considering the weight-average molecular weight,
the samples are sorted into two groups of Mw ≈ 100 kg/mol and of Mw ≈ 200 kg/mol. The
resulting intensities and phases of the third harmonic at 0.1 Hz and 180 ◦C are presented in
fig. 4.9 for all samples with Mw ≈ 100 kg/mol. All measurements are repeated at a lower
temperature of 140 ◦C. A similar trend of separation between linear and LCB is generally
observed. As an example, results for Mw ≈ 100 kg/mol at 140 ◦C are presented in fig. 4.10.
It can be concluded that temperature, in the range of 140 ◦C -180 ◦C, is not an important
parameter for the case of PE.
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Figure 4.5: I3/1(γ0) and Φ3(γ0) measured at 0.6 Hz and 180 ◦C for mLLDPE and at 0.012 Hz and
180 ◦C for LCBmLLDPE, in ARES and in RPA2000. Measurement conditions correspond to tan δ = 5
in the linear regime.

Figure 4.6: I3/1 and Φ3 as a function of strain amplitude γ0, at temperature 180 ◦C and frequency
0.1 Hz, for polyethylenes with PDI ≈ 2.
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Figure 4.7: Non-linearities for polyethylenes with PDI ≈ 2 at lower strain amplitudes.

Figure 4.8: I3/1 and Φ3 as a function of strain amplitude γ0, at temperature 180 ◦C and frequency
0.1 Hz, for polyethylenes with PDI ≈ 15-20.
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Consequently, LCB polyethylenes are compared with respect to the detected non-

kg/mol

Figure 4.9: I3/1 and Φ3 as a function of strain amplitude γ0, at temperature 180 ◦C and frequency
0.1 Hz, for polyethylenes with Mw ≈ 100 kg/mol.

kg/mol

Figure 4.10: I3/1 and Φ3 as a function of strain amplitude γ0, at temperature 140 ◦C and frequency
0.1 Hz, for polyethylenes with PDI ≈ 4-8.

linearities arising from a strain sweep under LAOS conditions. The goal is to categorise
them according to branching level. Thus, the measured I3/1(γ0) is correlated with 13C NMR
data and given in fig. 4.11 and 4.12 for a group of LCB samples with low and high PDI
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respectively. The branching levels determined via 13C NMR for these commercial samples
are listed in Table 4.1. All branching quantifications are given as LCB + SCB of more than 4
carbons, LCB + SCB (> C4)/1000 CH2, and this represents the maximum possible branching
content of the sample, since NMR spectroscopy cannot differentiate side-chain length of 6
and more carbons.

The effect of LCB on non-linear shear behaviour of PE is shown in fig. 4.11 and 4.12.

Figure 4.11: I3/1 as a function of strain amplitude γ0, at temperature 180 ◦C and frequency 0.1 Hz,
for LCB PE with low PDI.

Figure 4.12: I3/1 at temperature 180 ◦C and frequency 0.1 Hz, for LCB PE with high PDI and Mw

≈ 200 kg/mol.

When comparing LCB polyethylenes with similar polydispersity index (of low or high PDI),
we find that higher branching level can lead to stronger non-linearity. All experimentally
measured I3/1(γ0) can be fitted with eq. 1.47. The results for parameters A, B, and C are listed
in Table 4.2. From the limited number of samples, we see that the non-linearity plateau A
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shows a maximum value for LCB around 0.8 LCB + SCB (> C4)/1000 CH2 for a group of
materials with Mw ≈ 100 kg/mol, as presented in fig. 4.13 for the studied PE samples. For
higher molecular weights (Mw ≈ 200 kg/mol), the maximum value of parameter A is found
for a branching level of 0.5 LCB + SCB ( > C4)/1000 CH2. At very large strain amplitudes
(typically γ0 > 7) Φ3(γ0) converges to a plateau. For the above LCB contents at 0.1 Hz and
180 ◦C, the maximum value of this plateau is approximately 150◦ -170◦ (see fig. 4.6, 4.8,
4.9).

In an effort to separate the effects of molecular weight, molecular weight distribution

Figure 4.13: Non-linearity plateau, A, as a function of the absolute number of LCB per polyethylene
chain. Open symbols can be shifted to significantly smaller values in the x-axis, since the number of
branches refers also to SCB.

and LCB, we analyze I3/1(γ0) fitted with eq. 1.47, for all available linear and SCB samples.
Parameters A, B, and C are correlated to Mw and PDI only, since the topology is assumed to
be linear. Hence the dependence of these experimental parameters with respect to molecular
weight distribution can be empirically described for PE at T = 180 ◦C and ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz as
follows:

A = 0.013 + 3.0× 10−4Mw + 2.9× 10−3PDI (4.1)

B = 0.08 + 8.7× 10−4Mw + 4.6× 10−3PDI

C = 2.47− 7.0× 10−3Mw + 2.1× 10−2PDI
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Samples top.-Mw -PDI A B C

L114−16 0.09 0.25 2.0
mLLDPE 0.05 0.15 1.7

L1−117−5.1 0.07 0.23 1.7
L120−2 0.05 0.20 1.7

SCB2−59−2.1 0.01 0.16 2.5
SCB1−100−2.7 0.04 0.20 1.7

mPEmix0 0.07 0.24 1.75
L2-SCB−103−4.2 0.07 0.19 2.0
LSCB1−71−2.3 0.08 0.30 1.7
LCBmLLDPE 0.07 0.29 1.9

LCB1−123−7.1 0.09 0.30 2.1
LCB4−145−8.6 0.10 0.30 2.5
LCB3−199−19 0.11 0.29 2.1
LCB6−206−18 0.11 0.27 1.7

LCB5−210−20.4 0.12 0.26 1.7
LCB2−234−15.6 0.11 0.28 1.8

Table 4.2: Parameters A, B and C for LCB samples, derived by fitting I3/1(γ0) experimental data at T
= 180 ◦C and ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz with eq. 1.47.

where Mw is given in kg/mol. Consequently I3/1(γ0) of linear and SCB polyethylenes can be
empirically expressed as:

I3/1(γ0) = (0.013 + 3.0× 10−4Mw + 2.9× 10−3PDI) (4.2)(
1− 1

1 + ((0.08 + 8.7× 10−4Mw + 4.6× 10−3PDI)γ0)(2.47−7.0×10−3Mw+2.1×10−2PDI)

)

A demonstration of this capability to fit the non-linearities of linear polydisperse PE is
given in fig. 4.14, where the measured I3/1(γ0) is presented for L120−2 and L114−16, along
with predictions derived from eq. 4.2, for these specific values of Mw and PDI.

Furthermore, the frequency dependence of the FT-Rheology parameters is investigated.
The resulting Φ3(ω) is depicted in fig. 4.15, at γ0 = 3. The phase of the third harmonic is
derived from the stress response at a frequency range of 0.01 Hz -1 Hz. Linear and LCB
samples have similar polydispersity (PDI ≈ 2) and molecular weight (Mw ≈ 100 kg/mol).
At lower frequencies (ω1/2π < 0.2 Hz) LCB results in a higher Φ3. However, for excitation
frequencies above 0.2 Hz, linear PE samples present an increasing Φ3 which can exceed that
of LCB PE. At higher excitation frequencies only minor discrimination is achieved.
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Figure 4.14: Measured and predicted I3/1(γ0) from eq. 4.2 for linear polyethylenes with Mw = 120
kg/mol, PDI = 2 and Mw = 114 kg/mol, PDI = 16 respectively.

Figure 4.15: Φ3 as a function of excitation frequency, at temperature 180 ◦C, γ0 = 3 for linear and
LCB polyethylenes of PDI ≈ 2 and Mw ≈ 100 kg/mol.


